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ABSTRACT 

 
The magnetopause is a dividing boundary preventing the magnetosphere from being 
directly affected by the shocked solar wind (magnetosheath plasma). But it is not a 
layer fully shielding the influence of the solar wind, whereas it acts as a filter layer 
letting some mass, moment and energy in the magnetosheath enter into the 
magnetosphere. The transportation through the magnetopause from magnetosheath to 
the magnetosphere is a complex process, which depends on various physics situations 
on both sides of magnetopause. 
The magnetopause is a complicated layer with many possible mixed regions existing 
around it. Therefore, studying the physics around the magnetopause is crucial to 
understand the non-linear coupling between the solar wind and the magnetosphere as 
well as to help improve the space weather prediction of magnetospheric activity. For 
northward IMF any coupling processes are believed to be much less efficient and also 
much less studied. Cluster consisting of four satellites is flying in the polar orbit 
around the Earth, and it crosses through the high-latitude magnetopause during the 
spring orbits. Therefore, it is a good opportunity to study the magnetopause crossing 
by Cluster when IMF is northward. 
In this thesis, we did a statistical analysis of the magnetopause crossings as 
encountered by Cluster during northward IMF, in order to give more insights to the 
regions around the magnetopause on northward IMF condition. We used plasma data 
and magnetic field data from CIS and FGM in 3 years (2001–2003) of spring orbits 
(January to May) for our study. AUX data is also used to investigate the Cluster 
position and trajectory section in the interesting time ranges. 
The main results of this thesis are as follows. A criterion algorithm for finding such 
cases automatically is established and works well on the dataset. Different types of 
crossing cases (Front-side and Flank) are studied. Some known regions such as 
magnetosheath transition layer and magnetopause boundary layer are observed and 
identified. The magnetopause oscillation is also observed. The magnetosheath-like 
flow which is inside the magnetopause with almost all magnetosheath plasma 
characteristics is also found. 
All the results in this thesis give some new insights into what the magnetopause 
region looks like in different positions, e.g. the front-side and the flank, and how 
magnetosheath and magnetospheric plasma may mix in the interaction region. This 
open a beginning story for a larger study of magnetopause physics during northward 
IMF based on more Cluster data. 
 
Key Words: 
northward IMF, magnetopause crossing, boundary layer, magnetosheath-like flow, 
magnetopause motion 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1. Overview 

1.1.1. The Magnetosphere and the Magnetopause 

The “Magnetosphere”, which is that area of rarefied plasma, around the earth, above 
the ionosphere, and controlled by the earth magnetic field, was firstly proposed by 
Thomas Gold in 1959 [1]. The concept that there is a “Magnetosphere” around the 
earth was being recognized by space physicists before this. Chapman and Ferraro 
pointed out in 1931 [2] that the particle stream erupted from the sun had high electrical 
conductivity, and the earth’s strong magnetic field would be confined and shielded on 
lateral sides, carving a cavity, enveloping the earth (Figure 1.1). 
 

 
 

Figure 1.1 The Chapman-Ferraro Cavity [3] 

 

The “Magnetopause” is the junction area of the solar wind and the magnetosphere. 
Outside the magnetopause the solar wind plasma and magnetic field are compressed 
and deflected by the bow shock and the magnetospheric plasma and the geomagnetic 
field. Chapman and Ferraro first put forward the existence of a boundary to the 
geomagnetic field in 1931 [2]. In 1958, the “Van Allen Belts”, the radiation belts which 
are regions of high-energy particles (mainly protons and electrons) trapped by the 
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earth’s magnetic influence, was discovered by Explorer 1 & 3 and Sputnik III 
satellites. Thus, the magnetosphere was given its name by Gold in 1959, when he 
wrote: “The region above the ionosphere in which the magnetic field of the earth has 
a dominant control over the motions of gas and fast charged particles is known to 
extend out to a distance of the order of 10 RE (Earth Radii 1 RE = 6,371 km); it may 
appropriately be called the magnetosphere.” [1] The outer boundary of the 
geomagnetic field was then called “magnetopause”. After the magnetopause was 
observed by Explorer 12 in 1961 [4], the concept of “magnetosphere” was finally 
confirmed. 
As shown in Figure 1.2, the dayside magnetopause has hemispherical shape, gradually 
changing into a cylinder in the anti-solar direction. On the Sun-Earth line, the distance 
from the magnetopause to the earth’s centre is about 10 ~ 11 RE. This distance can 
reduce to or less than 6.6 RE, the altitude of GEO, when the dynamic pressure of the 
solar wind is enhanced. Ahead of the magnetopause front, another boundary called the 
bow shock is formed due to the supersonic nature of the solar wind. The region 
between the magnetopause and the bow shock, which is about 10 ~ 14 RE to the 
earth’s centre, is called the magnetosheath. The cylinder on the nightside what is 
called the “magnetotail” stretches into the interplanetary space out of hundreds and 
thousands of RE, but the way it ends is not well-known [5]. 
 

 
 

Figure 1.2 Earth's magnetosphere with key regions indicated [6] 

 

1.1.2. Solar Wind and The IMF 

The solar wind, a flow of ionized gas — plasma — expanding away from the sun's 
upper atmosphere, ultimately reaching speeds of hundreds of kilometers per second 
into the interstellar space. The solar atmosphere consists of the photosphere, the 
chromosphere, the transition region and the corona, which the outer boundary of is 
not well-defined. The corona, the outermost region of the sun, is actually very hot so 
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that the plasma particles can escape from the sun’s gravitational attraction, forming a 
continuous stream called the “solar wind”, firstly termed by Parker in 1958 [7]. The 
slow solar wind has a speed of 250 ~ 400 km/s, while the fast solar wind has a speed 
of 400 ~ 800 km/s. The fast solar wind is generated in the “coronal holes”, where the 
corona is dark. In sunspot regions, the sun’s magnetic field lines form arches which 
hold back the solar wind, but in the coronal holes they extend outwards and allow the 
plasma to accelerate unimpeded. The slow solar wind comes from regions between 
sunspot regions and coronal holes. When the solar wind passes by the earth, these 
wind speed variations impact the geomagnetic field and can produce storms in the 
earth's magnetosphere [8]. 
The IMF is one part of the solar magnetic field. The expanding solar wind drags the 
solar magnetic field which is said to be “Frozen in” to the solar wind plasma outward, 
forming the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF). The IMF travels outward in a spiral 
pattern due to the sun’s rotation and the radial motion of the solar wind, to be an 
“Archimedean spiraling magnetic field line” (Figure 1.3). 
 

  

 

Figure 1.3 The interplanetary magnetic field [9] 

 
The IMF is a vector quantity. It consists of three directional components, two of 
which (Bx and By) are parallel to the ecliptic plane, while the third one — Bz — is 
perpendicular to that. The IMF Bz component plays an important role in the 
generation of geomagnetic activity. The IMF and the geomagnetic field lines may 
“reconnect” when they are opposite or “antiparallel” to each other, resulting in the 
transfer of mass, momentum, and energy. The reconnection site and amount depends 
on the IMF Bz component. 
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1.2. Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) 

A plasma is a quasi-neutral gas consisting of positively and negatively charged 
particles (usually ions and electrons), which are subject to electric, magnetic and other 
forces, and at the same time exhibit collective behavior such as bulk motion, 
oscillations and instabilities. To understand in detail the various space plasma 
behavior it is useful to review some particular principles arising from MHD. 

1.2.1. The “Frozen-in Magnetic Field Lines” 

The concept of the “Frozen-in Magnetic Field Lines”, was first introduced by Hannes 
Alfvén (1943) [10], in connection with his discovery of magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) 
waves (1940). He showed that, in the ideal MHD plasma description, two plasma 
elements that are initially connected by a magnetic field line remain connected at any 
subsequent time. In other words, the field lines move together with the plasma flow as 
though they are “frozen” into the plasma fluid. Alfvén denoted this “frozen-in 
magnetic field lines”. The “frozen-in magnetic field lines” theorem or “ideal MHD” 
condition are valid in plasmas under special conditions. This theorem can be derived 
from Ohm’s law and Maxwell’s equations [11]. 
For the induction equation describing the evolution of a magnetic field in a plasma 
with conductivity σ and permeability µ0 moving at velocity v 
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The first term of the right hand side represents the behavior (coupling) of the 
magnetic field with the plasma. The second term on the right hand side represents 
diffusion of the magnetic field through the plasma. The relative importance of these 
two terms can be represented by one parameter called “magnetic Reynolds number” 
(Rm), with 
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Where V is a typical velocity scale of the plasma flow; L is a typical length scale of 

the plasma flow; 
σµ

η
0

1=  is the magnetic diffusivity. 

 
In typical space plasmas the conductivity σ is very high, and the scale length L is very 
large (Rm >> 1), the first term on the right of Eq.1.1 therefore plays the leading role. 
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Hence the diffusion term is negligible and the magnetic field convects exactly with 
the plasma flow. This leads to the following relation for Faraday’s law in integral 
form: 
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Where Ф is the magnetic flux through a variable surface, its contours at each point 
moving with speed v, and B is the magnetic field. Note dФ/dt ≈ 0 in Eq.1.3. It implies 
that the magnetic flux Ф through every surface remains constant [11]. The magnetic 
field lines through the surfaces will then also be the same along the entire flux tube 
(Figure 1.4 (a)). Equivalently, any two fluid elements are always connected by the 
same magnetic field line if they were connected at one time by this field line (Figure 
1.4 (b)). That means magnetic field lines are “frozen” into the plasma and move 
together. 

 
(a) 

 

(b) 
Figure 1.4 (a) Sketch of magnetic flux tube; (b) Sketch of frozen-in plasma flow [12] 
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The “frozen-in flux approximation” or “ideal MHD limit” is an extremely important 
concept since it allows for the investigation to the evolution of the magnetic field, and 
particularly the topology of the field lines, by looking at the plasma flow. “Frozen-in 
magnetic field lines”, or “ideal MHD”, has already yielded quite successful 
explanation to the large-scale plasma process both in the earth’s magnetosphere and 
heliosphere. One of the most important deviations from ideal MHD is magnetic 
reconnection, which means the “merging” of magnetic field lines. James Dungey 
reflected about the possibility of the reconnection of the magnetic field lines of the 
earth’s magnetosphere in the year 1961. The reconnection was firstly observed by the 
POLAR satellite in 2000 [13]. Magnetic reconnection has been a new central paradigm 
in astronomical and space plasma physics. 

1.2.2. Magnetic Reconnection 

Magnetic reconnection is the topological change of magnetic field lines, during which 
magnetic energy is converted to plasma kinetic and thermal energy. Magnetic 
reconnection happens in a thin current sheet between the boundary of two magnetized 
plasma region with opposite polarity. The frozen-in condition is broken due to a small 
magnetic Reynolds number (Rm ≤  1) in the thin current sheet. After the decoupling 
of ions and electrons from the magnetic field in the diffusion region, magnetic field 
lines may break and recombine — reconnect, converting the magnetic energy into 
thermal and kinetic energy in plasmas. The resulting configuration is shown in Figure 
1.5. 
 

  
 

Figure 1.5 Reconnection at magnetic neutral lines [14] 

 
Magnetic reconnection is an important process, which allows the two sides of the field 
gradient to be linked by the newly reconnected line; also allows plasmas from either 
side to flow along the field and mix with those from other side; also release magnetic 
energy continuously in the process, causing accelerated and heated plasma flows. 
Magnetic reconnection is an extremely fundamental process with a rich variety of 
aspects and applications in astrophysical, space, and laboratory plasmas, for example, 
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flares, heating of corona, storms, sub storms, and the disconnection of the plasma tail 
of comet, et al. 

1.2.3. MHD Waves 

Generally, there are three MHD wave modes, corresponding to the three independent 
roots of the dispersion relation [9]: 
 

0]cos)()[cos( 2224222242222 =++−− θωωθω SASAA VVkVVkVk (1.4) 

 
Where θ is the angle between the magnetic field B0 and the wave vector k, VA and VS 

is the Alfvén speed and sound speed, respectively, given by: 
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Both ρ0 (density) and p0 (pressure) are constants in a spatially uniform plasma. 
The first, and most obvious, root is 
 

θω cosAkV=                        (1.7) 

 
This root is characterized by zero perturbation of the plasma density and pressure. 
This root can be identified as the shear-Alfvén wave, which only involves plasma 
motion perpendicular to the magnetic field. The properties of the shear-Alfvén wave 
in a warm (nonzero pressure) plasma are unchanged from those in a cold plasma. 
 
The other two roots are given by: 
 

]cos4)([
2

1 22222222 θSASASA VVVVVVV −+±+=±       (1.8) 

 
Here V+ ≧ V-.They are generally called the fast / slow magnetosonic wave, or the fast 
/ slow wave for short. 
 
All these three waves have constant phase velocities for all frequencies, and therefore 
there is no dispersion. Figure 1.6 shows the phase velocities of the three MHD waves 
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plotted in the x-z plane for a low-β plasma in which VS < VA. It can be seen that the 
shear-Alfvén wave always has a smaller phase velocity than the fast wave, but a larger 
phase velocity than the slow wave. 
 

 
 

  Figure 1.6 Phase velocities of the three MHD waves [9] 

 

MHD waves are a particularly important aspect of MHD. They play essential roles in 
energy and momentum transport and the heating and acceleration of astrophysical, 
space, and laboratory plasmas. 

 

1.3. Magnetopause Position Shape and Structure 

1.3.1. The Chapman-Ferraro Magnetopause Current Layer 

The magnetosphere, occupying most of the geospace, is the region to which the 
geomagnetic field is confined by the solar wind plasma blowing outward from the 
Sun. It is shaped by the solar wind plasma, the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF), 
and the earth’s internal magnetic field. The outer boundary of the magnetosphere is 
called the “magnetopause”, where the dynamic pressure of the solar wind and the 
magnetic pressure of the earth precisely balance. The equilibrium equation can be 
written as: 
 

( )0

22 2/ µρ msswsw Bu =                     (1.9) 

 
Where ρ is the density, u is the velocity and B is the magnetic field. The subscript sw 
and ms denote the solar wind and the magnetosphere respectively. This is only an 
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approximate description using a number of simplifications. Variations can also be 
caused by the open / closed structure of the magnetopause and by processes in the 
magnetosphere which may re-arrange magnetic flux [15]. 
 
Actually, the magnetopause is a large if not infinite current sheet. Sydney Chapman 
and his student Vincenzo Ferraro firstly denoted the basic nature of the interaction 
between the solar wind plasma and the geomagnetic field in the early 1930s. One of 
the theoretical principles which it is based on concerns the way in which plasmas and 
magnetic fields interact [16], namely, the “frozen-in flux” concept. Therefore when we 
consider the solar wind plasma meet with the geomagnetic field, which the 
magnetospheric plasma is frozen into, the two plasmas do not mix, but instead are 
separated by a thin boundary, the magnetopause, forming distinct regions. Across the 
magnetopause the magnetic field usually undergoes an evidence change in both 
strength and direction [17]. 
 
From Ampere's law: 
 

 
t

E
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J
B

∂
∂+=×∇

22
0

1

ε
                  (1.10) 

 
we recognize that a sheet of electrical current must flow in the plasma in this interface, 
which is called the Chapman-Ferraro current (Figure 1.7). 
 

 
 

Figure 1.7 The Chapman-Ferraro Magnetopause Current [3] 

 
This can be easily understood from the basic particle dynamics. Consider the interface 
between an unmagnetized cold plasma (solar wind) and a homogeneous vacuum 
magnetic field (geomagnetic field). As shown in Figure 1.8, an ion and an electron 
with the same velocity cross into the magnetic region (inward Bmp vertical to the 
paper surface), due to the Lorentz force given by F = V × B, both of them will 
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undergo a half circular motion but to the opposite directions, causing a current jmp 

from left to right. The gyroradius will be 
eB

vm
r i

gi =  and 
eB

vm
r e

ge =  respectively. 

 

 
 

Figure 1.8 Single Particle Dynamics [17] 

 

Because of the ion larger gyroradius (rgi >> rge), one may expect it to determine the 
thickness of the magnetopause to approximately the ion gyroradius. However, the 
typical magnetopause width is significantly larger than an ion gyroradius (by about an 
order of magnitude). The reason for this discrepancy is the collective plasma effects 
which are not included in the above simplified model. 

1.3.2. Magnetopause Configurations 

The magnetopause is the boundary between the magnetosphere and the shocked solar 
wind, which separates them to be distinct regions. A more practical definition is given 
as: The magnetopause is the region of highest current density and a mixture of 
particles of magnetosphere and magnetosheath origin. The Magnetopause mainly 
controls the transport of mass (particles), momentum, energy, and magnetic flux from 
the interplanetary space into the magnetosphere. 
In the so-called frozen-in condition, scarcely any mass can be transferred through the 
closed magnetopause boundary into the magnetosphere. For individual particles they 
carry out a gyro motion around a magnetic field line associated with various drifts 
caused by gradients and curvature in the magnetic field. However, these drifts are 
tangential to the magnetopause and do not cause any significant particles transport 
across the boundary. Only very energetic particles can enter the magnetosphere via 
nonadiabatic motion.  
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This particularly refers to a local definition of the magnetopause as a tangential 
discontinuity in the absence of a magnetic field normal to the current layer (in the 
so-called magnetic reconnection condition, the magnetopause is rather a rotational 
discontinuity in the presence of a magnetic field normal to the current layer). But 
momentum and energy can still be transferred into the magnetosphere through waves 
or viscous interaction. 
There are three different magnetic topologies (types of magnetic connection for a field 
line) in the earth’s space environment: Closed geomagnetic field lines have both 
“foot” points in the earth; Open magnetic field lines have one “foot” point in the earth 
and the other side connects with to the solar wind; IMF field lines are not connected 
to the Earth. Magnetic reconnection changes the magnetic topology of the 
magnetopause and forms an open magnetospheric configuration (Figure 1.9), 
resulting in large scale transport of mass, momentum, and energy. 
 

 

 
Figure 1.9 Closed and open magnetospheric configurations [17] 

 
Magnetic reconnection is of major importance for the interaction between the solar 
wind and earth’s magnetosphere. The solar wind transports the mass, momentum and 
energy to the magnetosphere mostly by reconnection (almost 90%, the other mainly 
from viscous interaction) [18]. The reconnection site and amount of earth 
magnetopause depends on the IMF Bz component, which can have different 
orientation. Figure 1.10 and Figure 1.11 represent the different magnetospheric 
structures corresponding to different IMF Bz conditions. 
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Figure 1.10 Magnetopause reconnection with Southward IMF (Dungey, 1965) [15] 

 
Figure 1.11 Magnetopause reconnection with Northward IMF (Maezawa, 1976) [19] 
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As shown in Figure 1.10, southward IMF cause magnetic reconnection at the dayside 
magnetopause which open the field lines allow for mass and energy entry to 
magnetosphere. Particles on open field lines fall to closed field lines (plasma sheet) 
after magnetotail reconnection (6 and 6’). Then they may be accelerated at the 
reconnection line earthward to the high latitude region, which cause the midnight side 
aurora (⑥). Reconnection of both dayside magnetopause and magnetotail start a 
global convection. Northward IMF cause Behind-cusp reconnection (2 and 2’) as 
shown in Figure 1.11. Mass enters along open field lines but not accelerated due to the 
lack of magnetotail reconnection. 
 

1.4. Goal and Layout 

1.4.1. Scientific Motivation 

The vicinity of the magnetopause is far from thermodynamic equilibrium, which can 
not be approached as a result of the interaction between the shocked solar wind and 
the magnetospheric plasma. The plasma dynamics around the magnetopause is very 
complex, which can not be described with single particle kinetics. Therefore, the 
plasma physics around the magnetopause is often considered in the frames of MHD 
and plasma kinetics. Satellite in situ measurements thus provide a tool to check the 
theoretical application of MHD and plasma kinetics to the magnetopause. Various 
instabilities may exist and operate at the magnetopause, if the complex conditions 
favor its growth. These instabilities include microscopic plasma instabilities and 
macro instabilities. The micro instabilities will cause turbulence and local dissipation, 
the macro instabilities will appear as the Kelvin-Helmholtz, the tearing mode, and 
others. Some important processes for mass, momentum, or energy transfer into the 
magnetosphere are as follows: magnetic reconnection, viscous interaction and 
impulsive penetration due to pressure pulse. If there is no magnetic reconnection, the 
plasma originally on the interplanetary field line should enter into the magnetosphere 
through diffusion process through the magnetic field. The diffusion process will be 
operated for the violation of ideal MHD condition, which may be fulfilled by the 
waves-particle interaction and viscous coupling. 
The magnetopause may be viewed as an active filter for linear and non-linear 
perturbations in the solar wind and their consequent influence on the magnetosphere. 
The structure of and the plasma around the magnetopause often vary in the periods of 
solar activity and interplanetary disturbances, and produces processes like magnetic 
reconnection and abnormal transportation, which increase the input rate of mass, 
momentum and energy from solar wind to the magnetosphere and ultimately result in 
the magnetospheric sub-storm as well as the magnetic storm. Therefore, to identify 
the magnetopause and analyze the plasma state across the magnetopause is important 
for understanding the coupling between solar wind and magnetosphere and has its 
unique science significance. 
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1.4.2. Main Goal of This Thesis 

The magnetopause of the Earth is a very basic border between two magnetized 
plasmas. When the magnetic fields are oppositely directed (southward IMF) the fields 
and plasmas may merge by the reconnection process. This allows for effective mass 
and momentum transfer from the solar wind to the magnetosphere. It also opens up 
magnetospheric field lines, facilitating escape of magnetospheric plasma into 
interplanetary space. 
For northward IMF any coupling processes are believed to be much less efficient. 
They are also much less studied. In order to study the magnetopause for northward 
IMF, a data base of suitable magnetopause crossings for northward IMF must be 
collected. From some preliminary work we have learned that one must find cases 
where the spacecraft is on northward field-lines both outside and inside the 
magnetopause. The case where the spacecraft ends up on polar cap (southward 
directed) magnetospheric field lines rather soon after entry into the magnetosphere is 
interesting, but much more difficult to interpret. 
Once some cases have been identified, we will look at magnetosheath like plasma 
inside the magnetopause. Multi-spacecraft measurements and plasma velocity 
measurements will be used in an attempt to see if the plasma is detached from the 
magnetopause or represents a changing shape of the magnetopause. Wave data will be 
used to see if the plasma structures are associated with increased wave activity. 
Correlation of the flow inside and outside the magnetopause will be used to see if a 
momentum transfer may occur. All these phenomena can be related to published 
works on expected signatures due to mass and momentum transfer signatures. This 
can to some extent be done when the results are summed up in the master thesis. 

1.4.3. Work Plan 

(1) Identify cases where Cluster crosses from a northward IMF magnetosheath onto 
northward directed magnetospheric field-lines. 
(2) Possibly make an algorithm to find such cases automatically 
(3) Describe and classify a few cases or statistically the typical situation just inside the 
magnetopause for some front-side and flank magnetospheric field lines. Compare 
with basic text book descriptions. 
(4) Identify regions of magnetosheath-like plasma which appears to be inside the 
magnetopause, and look at wave and particle data in these regions. Compare with 
theoretical predictions from plasma penetration events. Do we see wave activity of the 
type observed in laboratory plasmas? 
(5) Compare plasma flow inside and outside the magnetopause. Can there be some 
momentum transfer, does there seem to be a relation between the flow inside and 
outside the magnetopause? 
(6) Do we see any oxygen ions, can these escape due to large gyro radii effects, 
despite the presence of the magnetopause? 
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This was the initial plan. This thesis fulfills most of these goals but not all. The work 
in the thesis is necessary to also fulfill the other, future, goals. All these future studies 
can be done based on this thesis work and more Cluster data. 
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Chapter 2 

Cluster Data and Analysis 

2.1. Cluster II Mission 

2.1.1. Overview 

The Cluster mission is a European Space Agency (ESA) unmanned space mission to 
study small-scale structures of the magnetosphere and its environment in 
three-dimensions. As ESA’s first cornerstone project, Cluster mission achieve its main 
goal by using four identical spacecraft flying in a tetrahedral formation. The Cluster 
mission was proposed to ESA in 1982 and approved in 1986. The first four Cluster 
spacecraft were completed in 1995 but lost in the Ariane 5 flight failure on 4 June 
1996. ESA’s Science Program Committee made a decision to a complete rebuild of 
the entire mission on 3 April 1997. Cluster II mission, with the same name as in its 
early stages, is identical to the original mission. By the end of August 2000, the four 
new Cluster satellites on Soyuz-Fregat rockets had reached their final tetrahedral 
constellation and declared operational on 1 February 2001 [20]. The four Cluster 
spacecraft — Rumba (C1), Salsa (C2), Samba (C3) and Tango (C4) — have already 
successfully provided unique views of space plasma processes in particular plasma 
regions, such as the solar wind, bow shock, magnetopause, magnetotail, polar cusps, 
and the auroral zones, as a revolutionary magnetospheric space mission. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.1 The four spacecraft in a tetrahedron formation [21] 
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The Cluster main originality is to fly four well instrumented space plasma research 
spacecraft in one formation, which will typically be tetrahedral for as long as orbital 
mechanics permit. Such a formation is uniquely able to provide insights into the 
three-dimensional structure of the space plasma environment on the scale of the 
spacecraft separation. To study the holistic variations of the magnetosphere and the 
mechanisms that trigger the complex processes such as magnetic storms and aurora 
displays occurring in particular plasma regions, previous single and/or two spacecraft 
missions seem some incapable. Four spacecraft of one set allow for the 
three-dimensional investigating to the magnetospheric global processes and their 
response to the interplanetary disturbances and relationships between the physical 
processes that link different regions of the magnetosphere and the solar wind. 
Cluster II Mission was joined by China’s Double Star Programme (DSP). The DSP 
mission consists of two spacecraft: TC-1 with an equatorial orbit of 570 × 79,000 km 
altitude with a 28o inclination and TC-2 with a polar orbit of 560 × 38,000 km altitude. 
To complement the Cluster mission, the DSP orbits are designed by maximizing the 
time when both Cluster and Double Star are in the same plasma regions [22]. The two 
missions join together to provide overall observations of the Earth magnetosphere 
from six points in space simultaneously. The simultaneous, six-point observation 
should give new insights into the earth’s environment and provide the data required to 
accurately study .the complex plasma interactions occurring between regions of the 
magnetosphere and between the magnetosphere and the solar wind. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.2 Double Star and Cluster Orbits [22] 

2.1.2. Cluster Orbits 

The four spacecraft of Cluster Constellation are placed in a highly elliptical polar 
orbit between 4 RE (at perigee) and 19.6 RE (at apogee), with an orbit period of about 
57 hours. The orbit inclination is approximately 90o. The orbit plane is fixed with 
respect to the inertial system. Therefore the earth’s magnetosphere crosses through 
this plane every year due to the earth’s revolution, which gives a complete 360o scan 
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of the magnetosphere. The separation distances between the spacecraft will be varied 
between 100 km and 18,000 km due to the variation of spacecraft configuration [23]. 

 
Figure 2.3 Orbits of the Cluster spacecraft projected onto the equatorial plane [23] 

 
The Cluster mission is to study the small-scale structures and macroscopic turbulence 
in three-dimensions that arise in / between different regions of the magnetosphere. 
During one year the location of Cluster’s apogee varies with seasons. The main scan 
regions are therefore: solar wind, bow shock, magnetopause, the boundary layer and 
the cusp region in spring and summer; magnetotail, plasma sheet, plasma sheet 
boundary layer and polar cusps in autumn and winter. 
 

 
Figure 2.4 Orbits of the Cluster spacecraft projected onto the meridian plane in August (left) / February (Right) [24] 

 

The Cluster constellation is not always fixed throughout a complete orbit due to orbit 
dynamics. It will be optimized accordingly as particular plasma regions are visited. 
In August, when the Cluster orbit across through the magnetotail, it was optimized to 
be perfectly tetrahedron close to the neutral sheet near the apogee. In the mid-altitude 
cusp around the perigee, the spacecraft followed each other along one same orbit, like 
a string of pearls. 
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Figure 2.5 Cluster space fleet crossing the Earth's plasmasphere near perigee [6] 

 
In February, the perfectly tetrahedron was optimized situated over the northern and 
southern cusps when Cluster crossed the polar cusps. It keeps as a compressed 
tetrahedron along most parts of the orbit in the solar wind and the magnetosheath. 
Around perigee, however, the string of pearls was positioned there, which allowed for 
the study of temporal variations in the auroral zone. 

2.1.3. Onboard Instruments 

The Cluster spacecraft are cylindrical (290 cm x 130 cm) [20]. The launch mass of each 
spacecraft is about 1,200 kg [25], including the same set of eleven scientific 
instruments (Figure 2.6). The details of these instruments are listed in Table 2.1. 

 
Figure 2.6 Positions of the 11 instruments on the spacecraft. ASPOC(1), CIS (2), EDI (3), FGM (4), PEACE (5), 

RAPID (6), DWP (7), EFW (8), STAFF (9), WBD (10), WHISPER (11) [23] 
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Table 2.1 The Cluster Scientific Instruments [20] [23] [25] 

 

No. Acronym Instrument Measurement Purpose Principal Investigator 

1 FGM Fluxgate Magnetometer 
Magnetic field B magnitude and direction 

(2 on 5 m boom; DC to ~10 Hz) 

B vector and event trigger to all instruments 

except ASPOC 

A. Balogh 

(IC, UK) 

2 EFW Electric Fields & Waves 
Electric field E magnitude and direction 

(paired 88 m wire booms; wave form to 10 Hz) 

E vector, spacecraft potential, electron 

density and temperature 

M. André 

(IRFU, S) 

3 STAFF 
Spatio-Temporal Analysis of Field 

Fluctuations 

Magnetic field B magnitude and direction of EM fluctuations, cross-correlation of E and B 

(3-axis search coil on 5 m boom; wave form to 10 Hz) 

Properties of small-scale current structures, 

source of plasma waves and turbulence 

N. Cornilleau 

(CETP, F) 

4 WHISPER 
Waves of High Frequency and Sounder 

for Probing of Density by Relaxation 
In active mode, total electron density in passive mode, neutral plasma waves to 400kHz 

Plasma density measurements unaffected by 

fluctuations in spacecraft potential 

P. Décréau 

(LPCE, F) 

5 WBD Wide Band Data receiver 
Electric field E waveforms and spectrograms of terrestrial plasma waves and radio emissions 

(high frequency electric fields of several 100 kHz) 

Motion of terrestrial fluctuations, e.g. 

auroral kilometric radiation 

D. Gurnett 

(IOWA, USA) 

6 DWP Digital Wave Processing Data manipulation 
Control over and communication between 

instruments 2-5 to yield particle correlations 

H. Alleyne 

(Sheffield, UK) 

7 EDI Electron Drift Instrument 
Electric field E magnitude B and direction 

(0.1-10 mV/m, 5-1000 nT) 
E vector, gradients in local magnetic field B 

G. Paschmann 

(MPE, D) 

8 ASPOC Active Spacecraft Potential Control 
Regulation of spacecraft's electrostatic potential 

(removal of satellite excess charge by emitting, indium ions, current up to 50 mA) 

Control over and communication between 

instruments 2-5 and 10 

K. Torkar 

(IRF, A) 

9 CIS Cluster Ion Spectroscopy Ion times-of-flight (TOFs) and energies 0 - 40 keV 
Composition and 3D distribution of ions in 

plasma 

H. Rème 

(CESR, F) 

10 PEACE Plasma Electron and Current Electron energies 0.0007 - 30 keV 3D distribution of electrons in plasma 
Fazakerley 

(MSSL, UK) 

11 RAPID 
Research with Adaptive Particle Imaging 

Detectors 
Electron energies 30 - 1500 keV, ion energies 20 - 450 keV 

3D distributions of high-energy electrons 

and ions in plasma 

P. Daly 

(MPAe, D) 
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We mainly use CIS and FGM data in this thesis, so here we give a short introduction 
to these two instruments. 
 
The Cluster Ion Spectrometry (CIS) instruments employ two sensors to cover a large 
energy range and to analyze the composition and dynamics of the magnetospheric 
ions. The two sensors are named CIS-1 or CODIF (composition distribution function) 
and CIS-2 or HIA (hot ion analyzer). The first sensor (CODIF) is used to obtain the 
full three-dimensional ion distribution (about 0 to 40 keV) of the major species (H+, 
O+, He+, He++) with high time resolution (one spacecraft self-spin 4s) and mass per 
charge plasma composition. A retarding potential analyzer (RPA) is also used for the 
low-energy ions (about 0 to 30 eV). The second sensor (HIA) is designed for the 
energy range of about 5 eV to 32 keV and have a high and flexible angular sampling 
resolution (5.6 × 5.6) which allows to measure the highly directional, beam like ion 
flows in the solar wind [26]. 
Figure 2.7 shows the high sensitivity and large dynamic range of CIS to support high 
time resolution measurements over the wide range of plasma conditions to be 
encountered in the Cluster mission. 
 

 

 
Figure 2.7 Representative ion fluxes encountered along the Cluster orbit in the solar wind (SW), the magnetopause 

(MP), the magnetosheath (MSH), the plasma mantle (PM), the magnetosphere (MSPH), the plasma sheet (PS), the 

lobe and upwelling ions (UPW). The range of the different sensitivities of CIS1 / CODIF (Low Side, High Side 

and RPA) and CIS2 / HIA (Low g and High G) are shown with different colors [26]. 
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The Cluster Magnetic Field Investigation (FGM) instrument is used to provide 
accurate measurements of the three-dimensional magnetic field vector along the orbits 
of the four Cluster spacecraft. Figure 2.8 gives the working diagram of FGM. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.8 Block diagram of the FGM instrument on Cluster [27] 

 
The FGM instrument on each spacecraft consists of two triaxial fluxgate magnetic 
field sensors in / out a 5 m radial boom and an electronics unit on the main equipment 
platform. Either of them can be the primary sensor for the main data stream. The 
sampling of vectors from the magnetometer sensor designated as the primary sensor is 
carried out at the rate of 201.793 vectors/s. Each FGM contains 192 Kbytes (96 K 
words) of memory, the Micro Structure Analyzer (MSA) which is normally used for 
capturing short periods of high resolution data. The instrument has been proved to be 
highly failure-tolerant: all components of the magnetic field measured with an 
accuracy approaching 0.1 nT. The magnetometers can measure the three components 
of the field in seven ranges, four of which (2 to 5) are used on Cluster (Table 2.2). All 
of the three components are measured in the same range. Switching between ranges 
can be either automatically controlled by the instrument Data Processing Unit (DPU) 
in flight, or set by ground command. In the automatic mode, if any component 
exceeds 90% of the range (or smaller than 12.5%), an up-range (down-range) 
command will be implemented at the start of the next vector [27]. 
 

Table 2.2 Operative ranges for the FGM (Range 7 used only for ground testing) [27] 

 

Range No.      Range        Resolution 

2       −64 nT to +63.97 nT       7.8×10−3 nT 

3       −256 nT to +255.87 nT      3.1×10−2 nT 

4       −1024 nT to +1023.5 nT     0.125 nT 

5       −4096 nT to +4094 nT      0.5 nT 

7       −65536 nT to +65504 nT     8 nT 
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2.1.4. Cluster Science Data System (CSDS) 

The Cluster II Science Data System (CSDS), which is based on nine Data Centers 
(DC) located all over Europe, USA and China (Figure 2.8), are established for the 
processing of the original data into physically meaningful parameters and to fulfill the 
data requirement of the scientific users. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.9 The Cluster II Science Data System (CSDS) [23] 

 
CSDS is a distributed set of data centers, most of which are associated with one or 
more of the Cluster experiments. Since Cluster consists of eleven different 
experiments, each one managed by a separate PI (principal investigator) and his / her 
team, each team wishes to keep the high-quality, fully validated data under strict 
control in order to avoid misuse and misinterpretations. On the other hand, for a 
complete understanding of the complex processes studied by Cluster, each team needs 
the data from the others for properly analysis of its own data. With software provided 
by the experiment team, each data centre (the PI team) processes the data of its own 
experiments, and then exchanges them with all the other centers to obtain a full set in 
a standard format. After processing, all nine DCs have the full database with all of the 
instrument parameters. The data are made available to the scientific community 
through the website (http://sci2.estec.esa.nl/cluster/csds/csds.html). 
 
Following Data sets are provided [23] [28]: 
 
1. Prime Parameter Data Base (PPDB): parameters from all four spacecraft averaged 
over one spin period (4 s). These data are restricted to the Cluster Community. 
2. Summary Parameter Data Base (SPDB): parameters from one spacecraft averaged 
over one minute, including spacecraft position, separation distances, and spin axis 
orientations. These data are available to the general public. 
3. Summary Parameter Plots (SPPLOTS): plots of a subset of Summary Parameters, 

http://sci2.estec.esa.nl/cluster/csds/csds.html
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one-min resolution, 6 hours per page, 4 pages for all of the parameters; i.e. 16 pages 
per day. These data are also available to the general public. 
4. Quicklook plots (CSDSWeb): The latest data from one spacecraft, including wave 
and particle spectrograms, as gif files. These data are also available to the general 
public. 
 
We use the CIS PPDB, FGM SPDB, AUX (Auxiliary Parameters) SPDB and 
Quicklook plots with another dataset of IRF in this thesis. PPDB and SPDB are gotten 
from the Cluster Active Archive website (http://caa.estec.esa.int/caa/ Need username 
and password). 
 
AUX is a dataset includes other parameters, which are basically support or status 
information. We get the GSE position of the satellite in all three directions from these 
data [29]. 

2.2. Data Processing 

2.2.1. Cluster Exchange Format 

We use the CIS PPDB, FGM SPDB and AUX (Auxiliary Parameters) SPDB in this 
thesis, all in CEF format. The Cluster Exchange Format (CEF) was developed by the 
Cluster Archiving Working Group for data exchange within the Cluster community. 
We use the new version, CEF-2, which is a modification to CEF-1 (compatible with 
CSDS) for reasons of improved precision and clarity. 
 
The data file ID consists of three parts: 
1. The dataset ID, which is unique to a collection of files with identical characteristics 
that make up a dataset. 
2. The instance ID, which is used to identify a particular file within the dataset. It is 
unique within the given dataset and consists of a date field and a file version number. 
3. The file extension that identifies the type of formatting to which the file conforms. 
 
Following two forms are supported [29]: 
1. The CSDS / ISTP standard 

Mission DataType Source Date Version.ext 
|---------Dataset ID---------||- Instance -||type| 

Example: CL_SP_AUX_20010322_V02.cef 
2. An extended form 

Mission DataType Source ExtendedID Date ExtendedInst Version.ext 
|----------------Dataset ID-----------------| |----------Instance-----------||type| 

Example: C1_PP_ASP_ION_CURRENT__20010201_0000_0100_V01.cef 
 
By the use of the double underscore, the second form is easily distinguished from the 
first one. When the date field is not applicable, it should be set to the value 00000000. 
 

http://caa.estec.esa.int/caa/Needusernameandpassword
http://caa.estec.esa.int/caa/Needusernameandpassword
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2.2.2. The Geocentric Solar Ecliptic System (GSE) 

Clearly it is essential to specify the reference frame in which vector or tensor data is 
supplied. Many different complex physical phenomena are easier calculated or 
understood in a system that is appropriate for the phenomenon. A reference frame is 
specified by the origin of the reference frame including its vector velocity and the 
orientation of the axes. The Frame-Velocity is particularly important since the value 
of some physical parameters, for example the electric field (due to the induced V × B 
field) or the plasma flow velocity, depend upon the motion of the reference frame in 
which they are measured. 
Three types of coordinate systems are usually used in space physics: Geocentric 
coordinate systems, Heliocentric coordinate systems and Local coordinate systems. 
We use the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic System (GSE) in this Thesis. GSE is also the 
preferred CAA reference frame for representing vectors. All Cluster data are in GSE 
system [29]. GSE has its origin of coordinates at the center of the earth, its X-axis 
pointing from the earth towards the sun, its Z-axis perpendicular to the ecliptic plane 
and northward. To complete a right-handed coordinate system, its Y-axis is chosen to 
be in the ecliptic plane pointing towards dusk (opposing planetary motion). This 
system has a yearly rotation relative to the inertial system [30]. 
 

 

Figure 2.10 GSE and GSM coordinate systems [30] 

 
The Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric System (GSM) is another coordinate system 
also commonly used. GSM has the same X-axis as GSE, but its Z-axis is chosen to be 
compatible with the northern magnetic pole (the X-Z plane contains the magnetic 
axis), then a corresponding Y-axis to complete a right-handed coordinate system. 
Figure 2.10 shows the difference between the GSM system and the GSE system. It is 
simply a rotation about the X-axis. 
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2.2.3. Data Processing 

Both IDL and MATLAB are used for the data processing. The programming work is 
completely personal own achievement, except the already existing own functions 
from the programme library. Part IDL codes are shown in the Appendix. 
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Chapter 3 

Work Results and Analysis 
 
Near-earth Space Environment is the interaction area between the solar wind and the 
earth’s magnetosphere. This area can be divided into three basic regions: the solar 
wind, the magnetosphere, and the region between them — the magnetosheath. The 
high speed solar wind cold plasma flow passing by earth cause a boundary called bow 
shock. After the bow shock and outside the magnetosphere, this region is called the 
magnetosheath, which has the solar wind plasma and magnetic field compressed and 
deflected by the bow shock. Therefore, from the solar wind to the magnetosheath, 
crossing the bow shock, the plasma number density, temperature, and the magnitude 
of the magnetic field rise but the plasma velocity drops and has a change in 
orientation (x-component drops, y- and z-component rise), since the plasma flow are 
compressed here but can not traverse the magnetopause. The boundary between the 
magnetosheath and the magnetosphere is called the magnetopause. The magnetopause 
can be regarded as a surface of tangential discontinuity where normal magnetic field 
component as well as the normal bulk velocity component does not exist (in the 
so-called magnetic reconnection condition, the magnetopause is rather a rotational 
discontinuity in the presence of a magnetic field normal to the current layer). The cold 
solar wind plasma therefore stop at the sub-solar point and turn to lateral sides, 
without mixing with the hot magnetosphere plasma. Therefore, from the 
magnetosheath to the magnetosphere, crossing the magnetopause, the plasma number 
density and velocity drop but the temperature rises. One usually thinks the magnetic 
field undergoes a sharp change in the orientation and/or magnitude during a 
magnetopause crossing [31]. However, for a northward interplanetary magnetic field, 
both the field orientation and the field magnitude changed very little. All these 
characteristics like number density, velocity, temperature and magnetic field 
variations may be weaker or different in this condition. The magnetopause in theory 
keeps in stationary by the balance between plasma pressure on the magnetosheath side 
and magnetic field pressure on the magnetosphere side (Section 1.3.1). However, the 
magnetopause in reality is complex, and the physics state around it when IMF is 
northward is still unclear and less studied. That is why we do this thesis work. 
In our case, one must look at the plasma data combined with the magnetic field data 
to find an identification criterion to identify a magnetopause crossing. The satellite 
orbit data is also used to check the position of the satellite. One empirical 
magnetopause model [38] predicting the statistical position and shape of the 
magnetopause is used to help the comparison. A criterion algorithm is established and 
the statistical result is listed and discussed. Different types of crossing cases are 
classified and described. Data from C1 spacecraft are mainly used. The data combined 
from several spacecraft are used for some special cases. 
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3.1. Identify Magnetopause Crossing Cases during Northward IMF 

3.1.1. Typical Crossing Cases 

We obtain time series of magnetic field data from Cluster FGM and particle spectra 
which can be translated into the particle moments such as density, energy 
(temperature), and velocity [17] from Cluster CIS. Data in 3 years (2001–2003) of 
spring orbits (January to May) have been used and studied in this thesis. 
Note that O+ ions in the magnetosheath may just be crosstalk. Crosstalk is undesired 
signals entering into the instrument to contaminate the measuring particle flux. O+ 
ions in the magnetosheath (and other species than H+ as well) are likely affected by 
crosstalk from the intense H+ fluxes when the corresponding H+ fluxes are very 
strong. The crosstalk in this region of geospace is discussed in details by Nilsson et al 
(2006) [32]. So we mainly look at the H+ data for judgment. 
We have 11 crossing cases in all in this thesis. Here we give two of them (2001-02-07 
and 2001-03-22). The temporal variations in plasma number density (N), temperature 
(T), velocity (V), and the magnitude of the magnetic field (B) together with 
components in all three directions are shown in the following figures (Figure 3.1 (a) 
(b), Figure 3.2 (a) (b), Figure 3.3 (a) (b), and Figure 3.4 (a) (b),). The same parameters 
from two cases are shown together and compared. 
The plots are given in a time section around where crossings happen, so we can see 
the parameters variations before / after the crossing. We identify a magnetopause 
crossing when we see a decrease / increase of the plasma density and velocity at the 
same time and simultaneously an increase / decrease of the temperature. That is where 
the red / blue dividing lines placed. The four parameters (N, T, V, and B) of the same 
case are shown in the same time range. The red and blue vertical lines are placed at 
the same time points of each case (The (a) / (b) part of Figure3.1/2/3/4). In Figure 3.4, 
a dashed horizontal line is used to identify if we have a northward magnetic field. The 
red / blue dividing lines indicate in / out a sheath-like region from / to a sphere-like 
region. The detailed descriptions panel by panel are given in the captions below each 
figure. 
The first crossing case is from 06:00 to 09:00 of 2001-02-07. 
The crossing times are: 
In-sheath: 06:29:29, 07:11:39, 08:30:54 
Out-sheath: 07:02:34, 08:25:30 
 
The second crossing case is from 01:00 to 10:00 of 2001-03-22. 
The crossing times are: 
In-sheath: 01:28:54, 01:48:32, 02:12:35, 02:44:46, 07:47:15 
Out-sheath: 01:35:11, 02:05:58, 02:33:37, 

07:31:18 (into solar wind), 08:41:09 (into solar wind) 
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 (a) 

 (b) 

Figure 3.1 Number density variations observed by CIS / C1 in two different cases. (a) 2001-02-07; (b) 2001-03-22. 

Density plot units (Y-axis) are in ions/cm3. The times in x-axis are given in UT (Universal time). The number 

density profiles in the panels from top to bottom are for the hot ions as measured by HIA, the He++, He+, O+, and 

H+ by CODIF. The red vertical lines are placed at the times, when the parameters have an obvious variation 

(increase / decrease). 

In Figure 3.1 (a) and (b), the regions from a red dividing line to the next blue line (or 
the borderline) are initially identified as the magnetosheath, while the regions from a 
blue dividing line (or the borderline) to the next red line are initially identified as the 
magnetosphere. From both parts, all species are seen to have a much higher density 
(usually more than one order) in the magnetosheath (Red-to-Blue regions), as what 
we expected at the beginning of this section. We also find H+ ions (the bottom panel 
of each part) give the most clearly steps. But O+ ions (the second panel from bottom 
to top of each part) rise / drop much less than other species. We will explain this later 
in Section 3.1.2. 
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 (a) 

 (b) 

Figure 3.2 Temperature variations observed by CIS / C1 in two different cases. (a) 2001-02-07; (b) 2001-03-22. 

The units of y-axis in all panels are MK (106 K). The times in x-axis are given in UT (Universal time). The 

temperature profiles in the panels from top to bottom are for temperature component perpendicular to ambient 

magnetic field as measured by HIA, parallel (to ambient magnetic field) component by HIA, H+ perpendicular 

temperature by CODIF, and H+ parallel temperature by CODIF. The red and blue vertical lines are placed at the 

same time points as those in Figure 3.1. 

 

The regions of magnetosheath and magnetosphere as identified from Figure 3.1 are 
further confirmed in Figure 3.2, with lower temperature (less than 10 MK) in the 
magnetosheath and higher temperature (more than 10 MK) in the magnetosphere. We 
also find in the (b) part, the regions from 07:31:18 to 07:47:15 and from 08:41:09 to 
10:00:00 which have lower density but also lower temperature, indicating a solar 
wind characteristic. A further judgment is done in next step. 
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 (a) 

 (b) 

Figure 3.3 Bulk velocity variations observed by CIS / C1 in two different cases. (a) 2001-02-07; (b) 2001-03-22. 

The units of y-axis in all panels are km/s. The times in x-axis are given in UT (Universal time). The temperature 

profiles in the panels from top to bottom are for total velocity as measured by HIA, x-, y-, z-component (GSE) by 

HIA, x-, y-, z-component (GSE) by CODIF. The red and blue vertical lines are placed at the same time points as 

those in Figure 3.1 and 3.2. 

 

The regions of magnetosheath, magnetosphere and solar wind as identified from 
Figure 3.1 and 3.2 are further confirmed in Figure 3.3, with higher velocity (more 
than 200 km/s) in the magnetosheath, lower velocity (less than 200 km/s) in the 
magnetosphere and the highest velocity (more than 300 km/s) in the solar wind (just 
see the top panel of each part). Note in (b) part, the first three Red-Blue regions which 
we identified as magnetosheath don’t have the corresponding high velocity as we 
expected. Actually these regions are formed due to the magnetopause oscillation, 
which we will discuss in detail in Section 3.3.4. 
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 (a) 

 (b) 
Figure 3.4 Magnetic Field variations observed by FGM / C1 in two different cases. (a) 2001-02-07; (b) 2001-03-22. 

The units of y-axis in all panels are nT. Panels from top to bottom are for the magnitude of the total magnetic field, 

and x-, y-, z-component in GSE. The red and blue vertical lines are placed at the same time points as those in 

Figure 3.1. The dashed horizontal line in the bottom panel of each part is equal to zero. 

The magnetic field components in the magnetosheath (Red-to-Blue regions) as shown 
in Figure 3.4 are more disturbed than the magnetosphere (Blue-to-Red regions). That 
is more obvious in the first case ((a) part), when you see the magnetic field 
components of the magnetosphere regions are almost horizontal, but that of the 
magnetosheath regions have large vertical fluctuation. Due to this large fluctuation, 
one can not obviously identify that the magnitude of magnetic field in the 
magnetosheath is more than or less than that in the magnetosphere. For example, see 
the top panel of the (a) part, from the first blue line to the second red line, the 
magnitude keeps about 25 nT; from second red line to the second blue line the 
magnitude varies from less than 10 nT to more than 30 nT. 
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3.1.2. Crossing Characteristic 

Compared these two cases, we can find the same characteristics of typical 
magnetopause crossings. When you enter magnetosphere from a magnetosheath 
region, the variation of plasma parameters and magnetic fields can be summarized as: 
 
1) The plasma number density has an evident decrease, and the decrease is more than 
one order of magnitude (except O+ ions). This is mainly due to the magnetopause as a 
tangential discontinuity in the closed configuration (Section 1.3.2). Sparely any solar 
wind particles can cross through the magnetopause. As we mentioned at the beginning 
of Section 3.1.1, the O+ ions in the magnetosheath may just be crosstalk. The fact that 
O+ drops much less than H+ when enter magnetosphere indicates that there are real 
O+ ions inside the magnetosphere. H+ ions give the most clearly steps, which we will 
use as one criterion. 
 
2) The plasma temperature has an evident increase. The magnetopause as a tangential 
discontinuity keeps the cold solar wind plasma from mixing with the hot 
magnetosphere plasma. Usually we have an isotropic temperature distribution, so the 
H+ parallel temperature (sometimes HIA has no data) will be used as another 
criterion. 
 
3) The plasma velocity has an evident decrease. The decrease is mostly obvious in x 
direction. This is because that the magnetosheath plasma is shocked solar wind 
plasma, and thus still has a larger velocity (especially in x direction) than that in the 
magnetosphere. The magnetosphere is much quiet compared to the corresponding 
magnetosheath. This implies that we generally have a small mass and momentum 
transfer through the magnetopause. Finding cases with high velocity inside the 
magnetopause may imply a period of more effective energy transfer, especially if the 
density is also high on the magnetospheric side. This is the type of event one may 
want to look for. And we actually find one of this case, which will be discussed in 
detail in Section 3.3.5. The velocity x-component will be the third criterion. 
 
4) The magnetic field has large vertical fluctuation in the magnetosheath, indicating 
that the disturbance is enhanced at the magnetosheath side. This is because the 
magnetosheath is a shocked region and is in a turbulent state with strong magnetic 
disturbance. The magnitude of the magnetic field doesn’t represent a clear step 
crossing the magnetopause. Therefore we don’t use it as one criterion. We consider Bz 
> 0 as a northward IMF. The magnitude of the magnetic field is only used for further 
judgments. 
 
One may note in the second crossing case ((b) part of Figure 3.1/2/3/4), from 01:28:54 
to 02:44:46, the crossing happened very repeatedly. This indicates the motion 
(oscillation) of the magnetopause, which we also mentioned below Figure 3.3. This 
will be proved and discussed later in Section 3.3.4. 
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3.2. Statistical Algorithm and Result 

3.2.1. Criterion Algorithm 

From Section 3.1 we know, in order to make an algorithm to find magnetopause 
crossing cases automatically and properly, such three parameters must be considered: 
 
1）N, the plasma number density, 
2）T, the plasma temperature, 
3）V, the plasma velocity. 
 
After applied to the data and improved repeatedly, we make these criterions as our 
final algorithm: 
 
1) In magnetosphere: Np < 1 [cm-3], Tp-par > 107 [K], V p-x > -50 [km/s]; 
2) In magnetosheath: Np > 5 [cm-3], 107 > Tp-par > 5*105 [K], -150 < Vp-x < -50 [km/s]; 
3) In solar wind: 5 > Np > 1 [cm-3], Tp-par < 5*105 [K], V p-x < -150 [km/s]; 
4) IMF Bz > 0 (for northward IMF). 
 
Where Np is the number density of proton (H+), Tp-par is the proton parallel 
temperature, Vp-x is the x-component of proton’s velocity, Bz is the z-component of 
the magnetic field. The critical values are chosen from the typical value ranges of 
each parameter [8]. The division is not so strict for any individual parameter. A region 
fulfills all criterions is in a “typical” state. 
 
By using this algorithm, we give a new insight into the crossing case in 2001-02-07，
which is shown in Figure 3.5, where red, green, and blue region represents 
magnetosphere, magnetosheath and solar wind, respectively. Three types of lines with 
tilt angles of 0, 45 and 135 degrees denote the three parameters, number density, 
velocity and temperature, respectively. Different color on different kind of line means 
different state of corresponding parameter. The regions with mostly green color are 
the magnetosheath and the regions mostly red are the magnetosphere. The area with 
two or three colors indicates some transition layer or mixed region. 
Earlier studies of the magnetopause crossings usually give the crossing point (the 
position of the magnetopause), and then identify the regions on each side of this point 
as a magnetosheath or magnetosphere (Most like what we did in Section 3.1). But in 
fact, the magnetopause has a typical thickness more than several hundreds kilometers. 
And the regions around the magnetopause are really complex sometimes can not be 
simply identified just as magnetosheath or magnetosphere. Many transition layers and 
mixed regions exist around the magnetopause. Our algorithm is very useful to find 
and identify these regions, which you will see in the later sections. 
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Figure 3.5 Plasma and magnetic field parameter variations of C1 in 2001-02-07. From top to bottom: the 

magnitude of the magnetic field in nT; magnetic field z-component (GSE) in nT; H+ parallel temperature in MK; 

H+ velocity x-component (GSE) in km/s; H+ number density in ions/cm3. Red, green, and blue indicate 

magnetosphere, magnetosheath and solar wind region, respectively. Three types of lines with tilt angles of 0, 45 

and 135 degrees denote the three parameters: number density, velocity and temperature, respectively. 

3.2.2. Statistical Result 

After applying our algorithm to the given data base (Section 2.1.4), we finally find 11 
crossing cases in all. Statistical results of typical durations just inside the 
magnetosphere and/or magnetosheath before / after a crossing are showed in Table 3.1. 
The durations in the solar wind are not shown here since we don’t concern the bow 
shock crossings. The dates of the 11 cases are given in the most left column. Typical 
magnetosheath and/or magnetosphere durations are identified in the fourth column 
from left. The beginning and ending times are given in the second and third columns. 
The average values of these durations of plasma number density, temperature, velocity, 
the magnitude of the total magnetic field and the magnetic field z-component are 
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given in the five columns on the right. Note we have southward magnetospheric fields 
(Bz < 0) in some cases, indicating polar cusp regions. That is because it is the Cluster 
main scan region in spring orbits (Section 2.1.2). Some IMF fields also give minus 
value really due to the enhanced disturbance in magnetosheath. If you look at fourth 
column from left and the most right column of Table 3.1, you may find the minus Bz 
in the magnetosheath won’t be very large. For getting more cases, we count it if in 
one crossing case there is at least one period in which the mean Bz is positive. The 
magnetosphere and magnetosheath regions are not adjacent because there are 
intermediate regions in between. Some of these regions are identified as known 
regions in the later sections. 
 
Table 3.1 Typical durations in magnetosphere and/or magnetosheath. Time_beg and Time_end are short for the 

beginning and ending times. Msp and Msh (Sphere and Sheath) are short for magnetosphere and magnetosheath. 

Np is the number density of proton (H+) in ions/cm3, Tp-par is the proton parallel temperature in MK, Vp-x is the 

x-component of proton’s velocity in km/s, B is the magnitude of the total magnetic field in nT, Bz is the 

z-component of the magnetic field in nT. All the parameter values are given in average. 

Date Time_beg Time_end MSp / MSh  N_p T_p_par V_p_x B Bz_GSE 

06:00:00 06:26:33 Sphere 0.5 47.2 -10.4 20.7 -1.4 

06:33:17 06:38:17 Sheath 7.8 0.9 -146.1 36.3 11.9 

06:43:30 06:48:06 Sheath 6.2 2.7 -114.1 40.9 17.0 

06:48:30 06:49:50 Sheath 6.4 2.8 -98.0 37.2 18.3 

06:55:02 07:01:22 Sheath 7.1 3.2 -115.3 28.4 16.1 

07:03:02 07:09:07 Sphere 0.7 41.1 -17.6 23.9 12.4 

07:31:52 07:34:16 Sheath 5.9 3.6 -118.6 30.3 19.7 

07:59:05 08:01:17 Sheath 6.1 1.6 -131.2 27.6 13.2 

2001-02-07 

08:07:53 08:10:21 Sheath 6.3 3.6 -102.8 29.0 16.7 

10:07:30 10:08:10 Sphere 0.0 10.1 -47.3 148.4 -133.0 

12:15:18 12:15:26 Sheath 20.0 2.3 -56.6 69.8 -55.9 2001-03-12 

13:01:39 14:48:05 Sheath 14.8 2.2 -83.6 34.2 16.8 

02:06:18 02:11:07 Sphere 0.7 48.4 -31.9 36.2 6.4 

02:25:44 02:27:12 Sheath 7.0 4.0 -85.7 36.0 5.9 

02:30:44 02:31:20 Sheath 3.4 6.4 -100.8 36.4 5.1 

02:31:53 02:32:01 Sheath 4.0 5.8 -60.8 36.2 6.3 

02:34:05 02:43:10 Sphere 0.5 45.3 -21.0 35.2 7.1 

2001-03-22 

02:47:06 02:49:46 Sheath 6.9 2.6 -102.5 37.3 9.0 

03:15:07 03:27:03 Sheath 11.0 1.8 -58.5 53.2 -25.0 
2001-05-18 

03:28:31 03:31:20 Sheath 16.1 4.9 -65.7 30.6 12.9 

04:29:57 04:31:09 Sphere 0.8 22.5 -13.7 30.5 5.7 

04:59:57 05:04:22 Sheath 7.9 2.5 -87.4 25.0 -0.8 

05:08:51 05:16:25 Sheath 8.4 2.3 -91.2 21.4 -2.1 

05:19:02 05:47:13 Sheath 9.5 2.3 -83.6 21.7 -0.2 

2002-04-09 

05:49:22 05:52:14 Sheath 6.3 2.5 -64.1 26.6 10.7 

2002-05-09 07:06:35 07:08:24 Sheath 6.7 2.6 -120.5 18.1 6.3 
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07:08:52 07:10:45 Sheath 7.5 1.7 -112.3 16.7 -11.2 

07:17:22 07:17:54 Sphere 0.8 9.7 -14.1 26.8 -3.8 

07:18:15 07:18:43 Sphere 0.9 10.7 -38.3 24.3 -2.7 

07:21:15 07:23:20 Sphere 0.7 17.9 -39.2 24.7 -4.5 

07:29:46 07:30:22 Sheath 7.0 3.6 -151.6 16.9 11.6 

07:36:44 07:36:52 Sheath 7.9 0.5 -149.0 25.3 -4.9 

07:37:52 07:42:29 Sheath 8.0 1.4 -97.8 23.8 -4.9 

07:54:21 07:55:41 Sphere 0.9 17.5 -35.5 25.2 -4.1 

08:05:03 08:09:33 Sheath 6.7 3.6 -119.0 18.1 -8.9 

08:12:01 08:12:38 Sheath 8.8 0.9 -150.2 28.2 -6.9 

08:17:31 08:25:05 Sheath 6.7 1.4 -114.8 26.2 -3.0 

08:45:39 08:46:39 Sheath 8.6 0.9 -130.1 28.4 -0.9 

08:49:28 08:52:08 Sheath 6.4 2.3 -100.3 24.7 -4.8 

08:56:02 09:11:14 Sphere 0.4 26.2 16.8 26.5 -2.4 

09:17:52 09:20:56 Sphere 0.5 14.8 -16.1 29.6 -7.5 

05:20:04 05:20:12 Sphere 0.7 7.3 -68.4 27.8 5.1 

05:23:33 05:23:49 Sphere 1.0 7.7 -76.9 28.8 0.4 

05:24:05 05:26:13 Sphere 0.4 23.1 -23.1 28.7 3.7 

05:36:04 05:37:08 Sphere 0.9 11.6 -46.5 26.1 1.4 

06:10:06 06:11:30 Sphere 0.0 13.6 -10.3 27.3 -2.5 

2002-05-29 

06:11:46 06:11:50 Sphere 0.0 15.1 25.3 27.8 -2.2 

16:42:50 16:44:39 Sheath 6.2 1.0 -112.2 16.3 2.9 

16:49:04 16:54:21 Sphere 0.5 15.9 8.7 26.3 3.7 

17:22:53 17:24:22 Sphere 0.6 11.1 -25.9 25.6 1.8 

17:58:28 18:06:38 Sphere 0.7 11.7 3.6 24.7 5.9 

18:07:54 18:11:51 Sphere 0.8 11.5 1.6 24.3 6.9 

20:20:56 20:27:54 Sheath 6.1 1.1 -122.6 14.9 -3.5 

20:29:10 21:10:46 Sheath 7.2 1.1 -133.4 11.4 -0.6 

21:13:27 21:15:47 Sheath 6.9 1.3 -148.5 11.0 7.7 

2002-05-31 

21:15:59 21:16:28 Sheath 7.2 1.3 -148.9 10.5 8.1 

13:44:39 13:45:59 Sheath 23.8 1.1 -53.7 32.4 13.5 

13:52:44 13:56:09 Sheath 22.9 1.8 -51.4 36.0 9.5 

14:07:51 14:12:23 Sheath 19.3 1.6 -55.0 37.2 1.8 
2003-01-09 

15:17:22 15:19:10 Sphere 0.1 14.0 -9.8 77.2 -75.3 

06:01:02 06:04:34 Sheath 19.8 1.2 -54.7 52.8 32.5 

06:11:07 06:18:12 Sheath 13.5 1.4 -60.9 47.0 -27.7 

06:19:41 06:30:10 Sheath 11.4 2.7 -61.1 39.1 -34.6 

06:57:39 06:58:15 Sheath 12.7 3.0 -54.4 44.9 43.3 

2003-01-14 

07:07:16 07:08:25 Sphere 0.1 22.3 21.3 61.5 -57.5 

17:42:12 17:44:48 Sheath 7.2 8.9 -116.6 38.6 16.2 

17:52:34 17:53:02 Sheath 8.8 8.9 -97.6 22.6 -19.4 

17:54:18 17:54:42 Sheath 8.0 11.3 -47.5 13.8 -12.0 
2003-02-04 

19:05:14 19:07:14 Sphere 0.0 11.6 9.7 79.4 -77.6 
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3.3.  Classification and Analysis 

As we mentioned in Section 3.2.1, the regions around the magnetopause are really 
complex and sometimes can not be simply identified. Therefore in this section, the 
satellite orbit data is also used to check the position of the satellite according to one 
empirical magnetopause model [38]. Different types of crossing cases (Front-side and 
Flank) are classified. One magnetosheath transition layer and one magnetopause 
boundary layer are identified in two cases and briefly described. The magnetopause 
oscillation is also observed in another two cases and discussed. 

3.3.1. Front-Side Crossings and Flank Crossings 

It is most easily identified a magnetopause crossing in the sub-solar dayside region. 
The cases crossing through the dawn-dusk flanks are much more difficult to interpret. 
The structure is more turbulent and less obvious at the flanks and at high latitudes, 
since the identification of the magnetopause as a current layer is particularly difficult 
for cases where the magnetospheric and the magnetosheath magnetic fields are largely 
aligned [17]. With the help of satellite position plot according to the Shue et al. 
magnetopause model (1998) [38] (Figure 3.6 (a) and (b)), we identify four front-side 
crossings and four flank crossings. Empirical magnetopause models use various 
functional forms to represent the average shape and location of the magnetopause. 
The dates and the average GSE positions of the crossing period are listed in Table 3.2. 
The plasma and magnetic field variations are compared in Figure 3.7 (a), (b), and (c). 
 
Table 3.2 GSE position of different types of crossings. The position value in GSE 3 directions are given in average 

during the crossing in RE. 
Type Time GSE_X GSE_Y GSE_Z 

2001-03-12 10:00 ~ 15:00 5.0 2.4 8.3 

2001-03-22 01:00 ~ 10:00 10.1 -0.1 8.7 

2002-04-09 03:00 ~ 10:00 9.1 -3.2 7.9 
Front-side 

2003-02-04 10:00 ~ 20:00 9.6 0.6 -9.5 

2001-05-18 02:00 ~ 11:00 5.2 -9.7 7.5 

2002-05-09 05:00 ~ 10:00 0.9 -10.6 -8.7 

2002-05-29 05:00 ~ 07:00 3.7 -10.4 7.8 
Flank 

2002-05-31 12:00 ~ 23:00 2.9 -12.2 6.8 

 
We identify a Front-side crossing when the crossing position near to the sub-solar 
point and the crossing direction is mostly in x direction, which means small GSE-Y 
value (close to 0) and large GSE_X value (more than 5) in table 3.2. We identify a 
Flank crossing when the crossing position far away from the sub-solar point and the 
crossing direction is mostly in y direction, which means small GSE-x value (close to 0) 
and large GSE_Y value (more than 5) in Table 3.2. 
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 (a) 

 (b) 

Figure 3.6 Cluster position in GSE system. (a) 2001-03-12; (b) 2001-05-31. From top to bottom: y-z plane 

(anti-sunward), x-z plane (dawnward), x-y plane (northward) looking profiles of the empirical magnetopause 

model and the projections onto these three planes of the orbits of Cluster. The dashed line represents the 

magnetopause profile cut through the earth center. The solid line represents the magnetopause profile cut through 

the satellite’s position. Inside / on the right of the lines is magnetosphere, and magnetosheath is outside / on the left. 

Red and blue diamonds express the beginning and end position of satellite, respectively. 
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Consider Figure 3.6. A Front-side crossing means the beginning and ending positions 
are almost overlapping in the GSE y-z plane (the top panel) but have long separations 
in x-z plane and x-y plane. And in x-y plane the line connecting two positions is 
almost horizontal ((a) part). A Flank crossing means the beginning and ending 
positions are almost overlapping in the GSE x-z plane (the middle panel) but have 
long separations in y-z plane and x-y plane. And in x-y plane the line connecting two 
positions is almost vertical ((b) part).  Consider Figure 3.7. In a typical Front-side 
crossing case ((a) and (b) parts), we can see more evident layered structure, that is 
why we can obviously identify the regions as the magnetosphere (mostly red), the 
magnetosheath (mostly green) and the solar wind (mostly blue). We get more complex 
structure in a Flank crossing case ((c) part). Almost every period shows a mix-region 
characteristic (with all three colors). This is consistent with what we expected at the 
beginning of this section. Note in Table 3.1, there are no typical magnetosphere 
durations identified in 2001-05-18 and also no typical magnetosheath in 2002-05-29. 
Both of them are Flank-crossings (see Table 3.2). Therefore in most of the crossing 
period we see typical signatures from three particular regions (with all three colors) at 
the same time. That is why no corresponding durations identified in Table 3.1. 

 (a) 

Figure 3.7 Plasma and magnetic field parameter variations of C1. (a) 2001-03-22; (b) 2002-04-09; (c) 2002-05-31. 

From top to bottom: the magnitude of the magnetic field in nT; magnetic field z-component (GSE) in nT; H+ 

parallel temperature in MK; H+ velocity x-component (GSE) in km/s; H+ number density in ions/cm3. Red, green, 

and blue indicate magnetosphere, magnetosheath and solar wind region, respectively. Three types of lines with tilt 

angles of 0, 45 and 135 degrees denote the three parameters, number density, velocity and temperature, 

respectively. 
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 (b) 

 (c) 

Figure 3.7 Plasma and magnetic field parameter variations of C1. (b) 2002-04-09; (c) 2002-05-31. 
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3.3.2. Magnetosheath Transition Layer 

Figure 3.7 (c) shows the plasma and magnetic field variations from 12:00 to 23:00 in 
2002-05-31. From 16:42 to 20:20 (region with all three colors) represent a very mixed 
region. If we look at the satellite position during this period (Figure 3.8), we find that 
from 17:00 (the red diamond) to 20:00 (the blue diamond), the satellite is in the 
magnetosheath all the while (outside / on the left of the solid profile in each panel). 
But a typical magnetosheath (the region mostly green) appeared later at 20:20. From 
16:42 to 20:20 this region, outside the magnetopause, with both lower density (the 
bottom panel of Figure 3.7 (c)) and stronger magnetic field (the top panel of Figure 
3.7 (c)) than the corresponding magnetosheath, is identified a magnetosheath 
transition layer. 

 
Figure 3.8 Cluster position in GSE system in 2002-05-31. From top to bottom: y-z plane (anti-sunward), x-z plane 

(dawnward), x-y plane (northward) looking profiles of the empirical magnetopause model and the projections onto 

these three planes of the orbits of Cluster. The dashed line represents the magnetopause profile cut through the 

earth center. The solid line represents the magnetopause profile cut through the satellite’s position. Inside / on the 

right of the lines is magnetosphere, and magnetosheath is outside / on the left. Red and blue diamonds express the 

beginning and end position of satellite, respectively. 
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A “magnetosheath transition layer”, also called the "plasma depletion layer", is a layer 
on the sunward side of the magnetopause with lower plasma density and higher 
magnetic field compared to the corresponding magnetosheath values. Zwan and Walf 
denoted in 1976 [33] that the deposit of magnetic flux on the sunward side of the 
magnetopause will decrease the section of the flux tube, pushing plasma away from 
this region to deplete the flux tube. Then a lower density plasma region will form just 
outside the magnetopause, which is called the "plasma depletion layer". Paschmann et 
al [39] firstly observed this layer in 1978 using data from ISEE satellites. Song et al [34] 
gave the new name “magnetosheath transition layer” in 1993 when they found the 
plasma and magnetic field parameters varies gradually through a large scale region. In 
1994, Phan et al [35] find this layer only exist when the magnetic shear, defined as the 
angle between the magnetosheath and magnetospheric magnetic fields, is lower than 
30 degree (Northward IMF) [5] [33] [34] [35] [39] 

A magnetosheath transition layer is a particular phenomenon during northward IMF. 
The theory of formation is not completely well known. 

3.3.3. Magnetopause Boundary Layer 

 
Figure 3.9 Plasma and magnetic field parameter variations of C1 in 2001-03-12. From top to bottom: the 

magnitude of the magnetic field in nT; magnetic field z-component (GSE) in nT; H+ parallel temperature in MK; 

H+ velocity x-component (GSE) in km/s; H+ number density in ions/cm3. Red, green, and blue indicate 

magnetosphere, magnetosheath and solar wind region, respectively. Three types of lines with tilt angles of 0, 45 

and 135 degrees denote the three parameters: number density, velocity and temperature, respectively. 
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Figure 3.9 shows the plasma and magnetic field variations from 10:00 to 16:00 in 
2001-03-12. From 12:15 to 13:00 this region (with the 45o tilted indicating line red 
and the other two lines green) represents a mixed region with high plasma density and 
low temperature and also low velocity. This region has almost the same plasma 
density and temperature compared to the corresponding magnetosheath (the region 
entirely green from 13:00 to 14:48) but much lower velocity. If we look at the satellite 
position during this period (Figure 3.10), we find that from 11:00 (red diamond) to 
13:00 (blue diamond), the satellite are in the magnetosphere all the while and no 
crossing happen (the line connecting two diamonds doesn’t across the solid / dashed 
lines). The actual crossing must happen after 13:00. Before the crossing, this region 
inside the magnetopause, which has much higher plasma density and lower 
temperature compared to the corresponding magnetosphere is called “magnetopause 
boundary layer”. 

 
Figure 3.10 Cluster position in GSE system in 2001-03-12. From top to bottom: y-z plane (anti-sunward), x-z 

plane (dawnward), x-y plane (northward) looking profiles of the empirical magnetopause model and the 

projections onto these three planes of the orbits of Cluster. The dashed line represents the magnetopause profile cut 

through the earth center. The solid line represents the magnetopause profile cut through the satellite’s position. 

Inside / on the right of the lines is magnetosphere, and magnetosheath is outside / on the left. Red and blue 

diamonds express the beginning and end position of satellite, respectively. 
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Magnetopause boundary layer is the region on the earthward side of the 
magnetopause current sheet with almost the same plasma density and temperature but 
lower plasma velocity compared to the corresponding magnetosheath values [5]. 
Boundary layer is a very special region. It exists at every particular region of the 
magnetopause but has very different properties corresponding to different regions. It 
is usually divided into Low-latitude boundary layer (LLBL) and High-latitude 
boundary layer (HLBL). The latter is again divided into entry layer and plasma mantle 
(Figure 3.11). Some researchers consider the polar cusp as one part of HLBL and 
therefore name the entry layer as inner cusp region [5]. Compare Figure 3.10 (the 
middle panel) and Figure 3.11, we can identify that it is the entry layer (or inner cusp 
region) in our case. The entry layer was defined firstly by Haerendel and Paschmann 
(1975) [36]. It connected to the equatorward edge of the cusp region and has plasma 
density almost as high as in the magnetosheath. 
This region is very less observed. Our work proves again the existence of this region. 
 

 

 
Figure 3.11 Magnetopause Boundary Layer (shaded region) [36] 

 

3.3.4. Magnetopause Motion 

In the previous sections, we mentioned the magnetopause motion observed in 
2001-03-22. A more clearly plot is given in Figure 3.12 (a). We also find the similar 
oscillation in another case in 2002-05-09 shown in Figure 3.12 (b). 
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 (a) 

 (b) 

Figure 3.12 Plasma and magnetic field parameter variations of C1. (a) 2001-03-22; (b) 2002-05-09. From top to 

bottom: the magnitude of the magnetic field in nT; magnetic field z-component (GSE) in nT; H+ parallel 

temperature in MK; H+ velocity x-component (GSE) in km/s; H+ number density in ions/cm3. Red, green, and 

blue indicate magnetosphere, magnetosheath and solar wind region, respectively. Three types of lines with tilt 

angles of 0, 45 and 135 degrees denote the three parameters: number density, velocity and temperature, 

respectively. 
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We see alternate red (magnetosphere) and green (magnetosheath) regions in both part 
of Figure 3.12, which implies the satellite cross the magnetopause repeatedly during a 
short period (7 times in less than 2 hours). This can not be interpreted only by 
Cluster’s orbit motion. 
Combine the data from C1, C3 and C4, we get the crossing times of each satellite 
(Table 3.3). Two cases have the same characteristics, so only one is shown in detail 
here. 
 
Table 3.3 Crossing time of multi-satellite in 2001-03-22. Three Cluster spacecraft are used. The crossing times are 

given as “In” or “Out” the magnetosheath. 

 

Satellite In-Sheath Out-Sheath In-Sheath Out-Sheath In-Sheath Out-Sheath 

C1 01:28:54 01:35:11 01:48:32 02:05:58 02:12:35 02:33:37 

C3 01:29:56 01:34:08 01:50:31 02:05:29 02:14:47 02:31:05 

C4 01:30:34 01:33:22 01:50:57 02:02:51 02:15:58 02:27:48 

 
Look at Table 3.3, we find that when the satellites enter magnetosheath (Even 
columns), they follow this order: C1 > C3 > C4, but a totally reverse order when they 
go out (Odd columns): C4 > C3 >C1. This reverse is due to the magnetopause motion. 
And the motions appear repeatedly, indicating the magnetopause undergoes an 
oscillation. 
 
We give a cursory estimation to the magnetopause moving speed as: 
 
The GSE position of Cluster C1 in this period (average from 01:30 to 03:00) is given 
as: (6.6 1.3 8.8), giving the orbit radius about 11 RE. Therefore we can calculate the 
Cluster orbit velocity at this point: v is about 2.5 km/s. 
 
The Cluster formation have an almost perfectly tetrahedron structure, the separation 
between each spacecraft is 600 km [23]. 
 
The max / min / average time interval between two spacecraft is 349s / 29s / 92s 
 
Use these approximations; we get the average motion speed about 4~9 km/s. And a 
high speed to more than 20 km/s. This value is very imprecise just giving us a rough 
impression. Comparing with the simultaneously observed ion velocities (orthogonal to 
the magnetic field) which are more than several hundreds km/s and a solar wind flow 
about 3 hundreds km/s; it is a small velocity for this environment. 
 
The magnetopause moves quite rapidly with speeds of several 10 km/s back- and 
forward (viewed from the Earth) [17] corresponding to the enhanced and/or weaken 
solar wind pressure. Thus a spacecraft traverses the magnetopause sometimes not 
because of the motion of itself but of this rapid magnetopause oscillation. 
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3.3.5. Magnetosheath-like Flow 

Figure 3.13 shows the plasma and magnetic field variations from 02:00 to 11:00 in 
2001-05-18. From 03:15 to 10:00 (region with almost all three indicating lines are 
green) represent a very long period of typical magnetosheath region. One may think a 
magnetopause crossing happens around 03:15. But if we look at the satellite position 
of this period (Figure 3.14), we find that from 02:00 (red diamond) to 06:30 (blue 
diamond), the satellite are in the magnetosphere all the while and no crossing happen 
(the line connecting two diamonds doesn’t across the solid / dashed lines). 

 
 

Figure 3.13 Plasma and magnetic field parameter variations of C1 in 2001-05-18. From top to bottom: the 

magnitude of the magnetic field in nT; magnetic field z-component (GSE) in nT; H+ parallel temperature in MK; 

H+ velocity x-component (GSE) in km/s; H+ number density in ions/cm3. Red, green, and blue indicate 

magnetosphere, magnetosheath and solar wind region, respectively. Three types of lines with tilt angles of 0, 45 

and 135 degrees denote the three parameters: number density, velocity and temperature, respectively. 
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Figure 3.14 Cluster position in GSE system in 2001-05-18. From top to bottom: y-z plane (anti-sunward), x-z 

plane (dawnward), x-y plane (northward) looking profiles of the empirical magnetopause model and the 

projections onto these three planes of the orbits of Cluster. The dashed line represents the magnetopause profile cut 

through the earth center. The solid line represents the magnetopause profile cut through the satellite’s position. 

Inside / on the right of the lines is magnetosphere, and magnetosheath is outside / on the left. Red and blue 

diamonds express the beginning and end position of satellite, respectively. 

 

We use the comparison with the magnetopause model [38] to check if the satellite is 
inside or outside the magnetopause. In the Section 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 we can indeed see 
the crossing characteristics which are further confirmed with the comparison. But note, 
the magnetopause model is mostly empirical and just shows the average shape of the 
magnetopause. It can be wrong for any individual pass. The model gives as a clue that 
we may be inside / outside despite our first guess, but it is the data which proves this 
is the case. In this case, we cannot say it is inside just based on the model since we 
can not see the crossing in the Figure 3.13 (03:15 to 10:00).  

 

What we do see is that we are on "dipole-like" magnetic field lines until 3:15 or so. 
Before that we have what appears to be several layers of magnetosheath origin plasma 
inside the magnetosphere, but with rather low flow velocity. We check this with the 
data of other satellites. C3 and C4 show the almost same sketch with C1 (C4 has little 
difference related to a mode change). So we need to do a further check. 
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Consider the energy spectrograms (Figure 3.15). We can see a high energy O+ 
component throughout the flow region. This high energy part is not due to crosstalk, 
whereas the lower energy component (of similar energy as the protons) is due to 
crosstalk. This indicates at least a connection to the magnetosphere. The Bz 
component is positive for C4, negative for C3, and close to 0 for C1 and C2. The 
location is quite consistent with the mantle region, poleward of the cusp. The plasma 
therefore most likely is inside the magnetopause. This is indeed a region inside the 
magnetosphere where we expect to see most magnetosheath-like plasma. 
Magnetosheath-like plasma inside the high latitude boundary layer, the plasma mantle, 
indicates that solar wind plasma may occasionally penetrate the magnetopause and 
form high density regions in the plasma mantle. These magnetosheath-like regions are 
usually associated with strong flow planetary origin ions and the presence of 
ionospheric origin oxygen ions. This leads to the core problem in magnetospheric 
physics, the transportation through the magnetopause. The complete analysis of 
whether the plasma we observe entered during southward IMF conditions or enter 
during northward IMF conditions will require a more extended study, involving a 
careful analysis of data from all the spacecraft. This is outside the scope of this thesis. 
One may do it based on our work in the future. So by comparing with the model we 
found the magnetosheath transition layer, the magnetopause boundary layer and the 
cusp / mantle region. It shows that our algorithm, paired with the statistical 
magnetopause model is an efficient tool to search for suitable cases, and in the future 
to build a statistical picture of the magnetopause region for northward IMF. 

 (a) 
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 (b) 

 
Figure 3.15 Energy-time ion spectrograms from CIS in 2001-05-18. (a) 00:00-06:00; (b) 06:00-12:00. Spectrogram 

unit are in corrected-for-detection-efficiency counts per sec. (c/s) and density plot units are in ions/cm3. Ion 

velocity (GSE system) is in km/s, and geocentric distance is in RE. Panels from top to bottom are: HIA telemetry 

modes and sensitivities; HIA spectrograms (4) measured in the sunward, duskward, anti-sunward, dawnward 

directions; CODIF telemetry modes and sensitivities,; Omnidirectional CODIF spectrograms (3) for H+, He+ and 

O+ ions respectively. measured by HIA; Ion density measured by HIA (in blue, all modes), and He++ density 

measured by HIA (in red, solar wind modes only); Ion density measured by CODIF, separately for H+, O+, He+, 

and He++; Spacecraft coordinates (GSE system) [37]. 

3.3.6. Radiation Belt Particles 

We also find that ions (except H+) have a peak in the magnetosphere in these cases: 
2002-05-09, 2002-05-31, 2003-01-09, and 2003-01-14 (The first one and the last one 
are shown in Figure 3.16). Ions show a sharp pulse during 18:00-20:00 in 2002-05-09 
((a) part) and 14:00-16:00 in 2003-01-14 ((b) part), but not H+ (the bottom panel of 
each part). Judging from the energy spectrograms (Figure 3.17), we find the peaks are 
in fact caused by the radiation belt particles. 
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 (a) 

 (b) 

 
Figure 3.16 Plasma number density of C1. (a) 2002-05-09; (b) 2003-01-14. Density plot units are in ions/cm3. 

From top to bottom: number density of HIA (all modes); number density of He++, He+, O+, and H+. Ions show a 

sharp pulse during 18:00-20:00 in 2002-05-09 (a) and 14:00-16:00 in 2003-01-14 (b), but not H+ (the bottom 

panel of each figure). 
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Figure 3.17 Energy-time ion spectrograms from CIS in 2002-05-09. Spectrogram unit are in 

corrected-for-detection-efficiency counts per sec. (c/s) and density plot units are in ions/cm3. Ion velocity (GSE 

system) is in km/s, and geocentric distance is in RE. Panels from top to bottom are: HIA telemetry modes and 

sensitivities; HIA spectrograms (4) measured in the sunward, duskward, anti-sunward, dawnward directions; 

CODIF telemetry modes and sensitivities,; Omnidirectional CODIF spectrograms (3) for H+, He+ and O+ ions 

respectively. measured by HIA; Ion density measured by HIA (in blue, all modes), and He++ density measured by 

HIA (in red, solar wind modes only); Ion density measured by CODIF, separately for H+, O+, He+, and He++; 

Spacecraft coordinates (GSE system) [37]. 

 

The pronounced peaks are from the inner magnetosphere. There are “real” O+ 
particles here (comparing with the “crosstalk” O+ in the magnetosheath mentioned in 
Section 3.1). Since we see the count peaks in almost all energy channels, it is almost 
certainly to be radiation belt particles which enter straight into the instrument due to 
their high energy. 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusion and Prospect 

4.1. Conclusion 

The earth’s magnetosphere is a transition region between solar wind and the 
near-earth space. It is the magnetosphere through which solar wind affects the 
geo-space environment. The solar wind delivers its mass, momentum and energy to 
the magnetosphere across the magnetopause. The transport of mass, momentum and 
energy through the magnetopause boundary is considered as a crucial problem in 
magnetospheric physics and space weather. There is a sharp jump of plasma 
parameters, e.g., number density and temperature, across the magnetopause, which 
indicates the highly non-linear coupling between solar wind and magnetosphere. The 
position, shape and structure of the magnetopause and the plasma and electrical 
magnetic parameters around the magnetopause often vary in the periods of solar 
activities and interplanetary disturbances, and produces processes like magnetic 
reconnection and abnormal transportation, which increase the input rate of mass, 
momentum and energy from solar wind to the magnetosphere and ultimately result in 
the magnetospheric sub-storm as well as the magnetic storm. Therefore, to identify 
the magnetopause and analyze the plasma state across the magnetopause is important 
for understanding the coupling between solar wind and magnetosphere and has its 
unique science signification. 
The magnetopause crossings are concerned and studied in earlier works but manly for 
southward IMF. For northward IMF any coupling processes are believed to be much 
less efficient and also much less observed and studied. This thesis did a statistical 
analysis to the magnetopause crossings during a northward IMF by using Cluster data 
set, giving new insights to the regions around the magnetopause in northward IMF 
condition. Plasma data combined with the magnetic field data from Cluster CIS and 
FGM in 3 years (2001–2003) of spring orbits (January to May) have been used and 
studied. CIS AUX data are also used for some further investigations. Cluster is a polar 
orbit satellite, which crosses the magnetopause at the high latitude of the dayside 
magnetopause during spring-summer period, offering a good opportunity to study the 
magnetopause crossing when IMF is northward. 
  
Chapter 1 gives an overview to the most important concept in the magnetospheric 
physics. Chapter 2 gives an introduction to the Cluster including the payloads, orbit 
and scientific objectives, as well as the data we mainly used. Chapter 3 shows the 
main work result and illustration analysis. We make a conclusion and an outlook in 
this chapter, Chapter 4. 
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The main achievements are summarized as following: 
 
1. Plasma data combined with the magnetic field data are studied, typical crossing 

cases are identified. 
2. A criterion algorithm for finding such cases automatically is established. The 

algorithm works well on the limited dataset which we tested it on. 11 
magnetopause crossing cases (repeatedly crossings in one day are counted as one 
case) are identified. Typical durations just inside the magnetosphere and/or 
magnetosheath are statistically showed 

3. The satellite orbit data is used to check the position of the satellite according to 
one empirical magnetopause model. Different types of crossing cases (Front-side 
and Flank) are classified. The differences are compared and described. 

4. The algorithm is also successful in finding the mixed regions (boundary layer) 
adjacent to the magnetopause. The satellite orbit data is used to check the position 
of the satellite. Some known mixed regions (boundary layer) are observed and 
identified: Magnetosheath transition layer — the region outside the magnetopause 
which has both lower density and stronger magnetic field than the corresponding 
magnetosheath typical values; Magnetopause boundary layer — the region inside 
the magnetopause which has almost the same high (even higher) plasma density 
and low temperature but much lower velocity compared to the corresponding 
magnetosheath typical values. 

5. The magnetopause oscillation is observed and proved by combining multi- 
spacecraft data. The magnetosheath-like flow which is inside the magnetopause 
with almost all magnetosheath plasma characteristics is also found. These relate to 
the mass, momentum and energy transfer through the magnetopause and further 
work can be done based on our works. 

6. All the results give new insights into what the magnetopause region looks like in 
different positions (Front-side and Flank) and how magnetosheath and 
magnetospheric plasma may mix in the interaction region. This can now be a 
starting point for a larger study based on more Cluster data. 

4.2. Prospect 

The core problem in magnetospheric physics is the dynamic process of the energy, 
momentum and mass transport from magnetosheath plasma to the magnetosphere 
through the magnetopause. The transportation is a complex process, which depends 
on various physics situations on both sides of magnetopause. Following are several 
possible transportation mechanisms. If the streaming velocity of the magnetosheath 
flow in the low latitude is sufficiently large, Kelvin-Helmholtz instability will be 
excited, grow into vortex, and roll the magnetosheath plasma into the magnetosphere. 
If the IMF is mainly northward, magnetic reconnections will occur at the north and 
south high latitude cusp regions, transferring magnetosheath plasma into the 
magnetosphere and forming low latitude boundary layer in the sunward side of 
magnetosphere. If the IMF is mainly southward, magnetic reconnections will happen 
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in the subsolar region and generate flux transportation events (FTE) to propagate from 
low latitude to high latitude along the magnetopause. Strong dawn-to-dusk component 
of IMF will also affect the feature of magnetic reconnections on the magnetopause 
surface, resulting in an array of component magnetic reconnection along an X-line on 
the sunward surface of magnetopause. 
One case with sheath-like plasma is found in our work. Multi-spacecraft 
measurements and plasma velocity measurements may be used to see if the plasma is 
detached from the magnetopause or represents a changing shape of the magnetopause. 
Wave data also can be used to see if the plasma structures are associated with 
increased wave activity. Correlation of the flow inside and outside the magnetopause 
can be used to see if a momentum transfer may occur. All these phenomena can be 
related to published works on expected signatures due to mass and momentum 
transfer signatures. All these further studies can be done based on our work and more 
Cluster data. 
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Appendix 
 
IDL Codes For Data Processing (Part) 
 
Note: a previous programme — caa_cef_read.pro — is from Cluster Active Archive 
(CAA) (http://caa.estec.esa.int/caa/). It is used to open the *.cef data file. 
 
 
Read_from_CIS_PP_v2.pro 
 

 

Step1: 

;============================================= 

;Step1 

;-get 'CL_str', and read data-structure from file e.g. 'C*_CP_EFW_L2_E*.cef' 

dir_data = GetEnv('CIS_Data_Dir') + sub_dir_date 

type_str = '' 

file_data = 'C*_PP_CIS_'+type_str+'*.cef' 

file_array = FindFile(dir_data+file_data,count=num_files) 

file_array = file_array(Sort(file_array)) 

For i_file=0,num_files-1 Do Begin 

 Print,'i_file:',i_file,', ',file_array(i_file) 

EndFor 

i_select = 0L 

Read,'i_select:',i_select 

file_data = file_array(i_select) 

CL_str  = StrMid(file_data,StrLen(dir_data),2) 

result  = cef_read(file_data,/Julday) 

num_vars = N_Elements(result) 

varnames_arr= Strarr(num_vars) 

For i_var=0,num_vars-1 Do Begin 

 varnames_arr(i_var) = (*result(i_var)).varname 

EndFor 

 

Step2: 

;============================================= 

;Step2 

;-get 'time_tags_arr' ... 

num_KeyVars  = 12 

KeyVarNames_arr = Strarr(num_KeyVars) 

KeyVarNames_arr(0) = 'time_tags__'+CL_str+'_PP_CIS'+type_str 

…… 

KeyVarNames_arr(11) = 'T_HIA_perp__'+CL_str+'_PP_CIS'+type_str 

http://caa.estec.esa.int/caa
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sub_KeyVars_arr = Lonarr(num_KeyVars) 

For i_KeyVar=0,num_KeyVars-1 Do Begin 

 KeyVarName_tmp = KeyVarNames_arr(i_KeyVar) 

 sub_tmp = Where(StrCmp(varnames_arr,KeyVarName_tmp)) 

 sub_KeyVars_arr(i_KeyVar) = sub_tmp(0) 

EndFor 

time_tags_arr = (*result(sub_KeyVars_arr(0))).data 

N_p_arr   = (*result(sub_KeyVars_arr(1))).data 

…… 

T_HIA_perp_arr = (*result(sub_KeyVars_arr(11))).data 

 

unit_NumDens = (*result(sub_KeyVars_arr(1))).units 

unit_Velo  = (*result(sub_KeyVars_arr(6))).units 

unit_Temper  = (*result(sub_KeyVars_arr(8))).units 

 

bad_value = -1.e9 

sub_tmp  = Where(N_p_arr le bad_value) 

If sub_tmp(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

 N_p_arr(sub_tmp) = !values.F_NaN 

EndIf 

sub_tmp  = Where(N_O1_arr le bad_value) 

If sub_tmp(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

 N_O1_arr(sub_tmp) = !values.F_NaN 

EndIf 

…… 

…… 

…… 

 

Step3: 

;============================================= 

;Step3 

;-plot '...' 

…… 

…… 

…… 

Step3_2: 

;============================================= 

;Step3_2 

 

N_p_CriticalVal = [1.0, 5.0] ;unit: 1/cm^3, SW: 1.0<N<5.0, MSh: N>5.0, MSp: N<1.0 

Vx_p_CriticalVal= [50.0,150.0] ;unit: km/s, SW: Vx>150, MSh: 50<Vx<150, MSp: Vx<50 

T_p_CriticalVal = [5.e5, 10.e6]/1.e6 ;unit: 10.e6 K, SW: T<5.e5, MSh: 5.e5<T<10.e6, MSp: T>10.e6 

…… 
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…… 

…… 

;;-- 

N_p_plot_vect_v2 = [N_p_plot_vect(0), N_p_plot_vect, N_p_plot_vect(num_times_plot-1)] 

sub_IsN_vect  = Where(Finite(N_p_plot_vect_v2) eq 1) 

sub_NaN_vect  = Where(Finite(N_p_plot_vect_v2) eq 0) 

If sub_NaN_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

 N_p_plot_vect_v2(sub_NaN_vect) = Interpol(N_p_plot_vect_v2(sub_IsN_vect), sub_IsN_vect, 

sub_NaN_vect) 

EndIf 

;;;--- 

sub_in_MSp_N_vect = Where(N_p_plot_vect_v2 le N_p_CriticalVal(0)) 

mark_in_MSp_N_vect = Fltarr(num_times_plot+2) 

If sub_in_MSp_N_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

 mark_in_MSp_N_vect(sub_in_MSp_N_vect) = +1 

 DiffMark_in_MSP_N_vect = 

mark_in_MSp_N_vect(1:num_times_plot+1)-mark_in_MSp_N_vect(0:num_times_plot) 

 sub_MSp_beg_N_vect = Where(DiffMark_in_MSp_N_vect eq +1.0) 

 sub_MSp_end_N_vect = Where(DiffMark_in_MSp_N_vect eq -1.0) 

 If sub_MSp_beg_N_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

  If mark_in_MSp_N_vect(0) eq 1 Then Begin 

   sub_MSp_beg_N_vect = [0,sub_MSp_beg_N_vect] 

  EndIf 

  time_MSp_beg_N_vect = time_tags_vect(sub_MSp_beg_N_vect) 

 EndIf 

 If sub_MSp_end_N_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

  If mark_in_MSp_N_vect(num_times_plot+1) eq 1 Then Begin 

   sub_MSp_end_N_vect = [sub_MSp_end_N_vect, num_times_plot-1] 

  EndIf 

  time_MSp_end_N_vect = time_tags_vect(sub_MSp_end_N_vect) 

 EndIf 

EndIf Else Begin 

 sub_MSp_beg_N_vect = -1 

 sub_MSp_end_N_vect = -1 

 time_MSp_beg_N_vect = -1 

 time_MSp_end_N_vect = -1 

EndElse 

;;;--- 

sub_in_MSh_N_vect = Where(N_p_plot_vect_v2 gt N_p_CriticalVal(1)) 

mark_in_MSh_N_vect = Fltarr(num_times_plot+2) 

If sub_in_MSh_N_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

 mark_in_MSh_N_vect(sub_in_MSh_N_vect) = +1 

 DiffMark_in_MSh_N_vect = 

mark_in_MSh_N_vect(1:num_times_plot+1)-mark_in_MSh_N_vect(0:num_times_plot) 
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 sub_MSh_beg_N_vect = Where(DiffMark_in_MSh_N_vect eq +1.0) 

 sub_MSh_end_N_vect = Where(DiffMark_in_MSh_N_vect eq -1.0) 

 If sub_MSh_beg_N_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

  If mark_in_MSh_N_vect(0) eq 1 Then Begin 

   sub_MSh_beg_N_vect = [0,sub_MSh_beg_N_vect] 

  EndIf 

  time_MSh_beg_N_vect = time_tags_vect(sub_MSh_beg_N_vect) 

 EndIf 

 If sub_MSh_end_N_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

  If mark_in_MSh_N_vect(num_times_plot+1) eq 1 Then Begin 

   sub_MSh_end_N_vect = [sub_MSh_end_N_vect, num_times_plot-1] 

  EndIf 

  time_MSh_end_N_vect = time_tags_vect(sub_MSh_end_N_vect) 

 EndIf 

EndIf Else Begin 

 sub_MSh_beg_N_vect = -1 

 sub_MSh_end_N_vect = -1 

 time_MSh_beg_N_vect = -1 

 time_MSh_end_N_vect = -1 

EndElse 

;;;--- 

…… 

…… 

…… 

;;;--- 

sub_in_MSh_V_vect = Where(-Vx_p_plot_vect_v2 gt Vx_p_CriticalVal(0) and -Vx_p_plot_vect_v2 le 

Vx_p_CriticalVal(1)) 

mark_in_MSh_V_vect = Fltarr(num_times_plot+2) 

If sub_in_MSh_V_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

 mark_in_MSh_V_vect(sub_in_MSh_V_vect) = +1 

 DiffMark_in_MSh_V_vect = 

mark_in_MSh_V_vect(1:num_times_plot+1)-mark_in_MSh_V_vect(0:num_times_plot) 

 sub_MSh_beg_V_vect = Where(DiffMark_in_MSh_V_vect eq +1.0) 

 sub_MSh_end_V_vect = Where(DiffMark_in_MSh_V_vect eq -1.0) 

 If sub_MSh_beg_V_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

  If mark_in_MSh_V_vect(0) eq 1 Then Begin 

   sub_MSh_beg_V_vect = [0,sub_MSh_beg_V_vect] 

  EndIf 

  time_MSh_beg_V_vect = time_tags_vect(sub_MSh_beg_V_vect) 

 EndIf 

 If sub_Msh_end_V_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

  If mark_in_MSh_V_vect(num_times_plot+1) eq 1 Then Begin 

   sub_MSh_end_V_vect = [sub_MSh_end_V_vect, num_times_plot-1] 

  EndIf 
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  time_MSh_end_V_vect = time_tags_vect(sub_MSh_end_V_vect) 

 EndIf 

EndIf Else Begin 

 sub_MSh_beg_V_vect = -1 

 sub_MSh_end_V_vect = -1 

 time_MSh_beg_V_vect = -1 

 time_MSh_end_V_vect = -1 

EndElse 

;;;--- 

…… 

…… 

…… 

;;-- 

dir_save = GetEnv('CIS_Data_Dir') + sub_dir_date 

file_save = 'TimeRange_of_MSh&MSp&SW'+$ 

    '(CL='+CL_str+')'+$ 

    TimeRange_str+$ 

    '.sav' 

data_descrip= 'got from "Read_from_CIS_PP_v2.pro"' 

Save,FileName=dir_save+file_save,$ 

 data_descrip,$ 

 time_tags_vect, $ 

 time_MSh_beg_N_vect, time_MSh_end_N_vect, $ 

 time_MSp_beg_N_vect, time_MSp_end_N_vect, $ 

 time_SW_beg_N_vect, time_SW_end_N_vect, $ 

 time_MSh_beg_V_vect, time_MSh_end_V_vect, $ 

 time_MSp_beg_V_vect, time_MSp_end_V_vect, $ 

 time_SW_beg_V_vect, time_SW_end_V_vect, $ 

 time_MSh_beg_T_vect, time_MSh_end_T_vect, $ 

 time_MSp_beg_T_vect, time_MSp_end_T_vect, $ 

 time_SW_beg_T_vect, time_SW_end_T_vect, $ 

 mark_in_MSpMShSW_N_vect, $ 

 mark_in_MSpMShSW_T_vect, $ 

 mark_in_MSpMShSW_V_vect 

 

;;-- 

N_p_vect  = N_p_arr(i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max) 

N_O1_vect  = N_O1_arr(i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max) 

N_He1_vect  = N_He1_arr(i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max) 

N_He2_vect  = N_He2_arr(i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max) 

N_HIA_vect  = N_HIA_arr(i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max) 

Vx_p_GSE_vect = Reform(Vxyz_p_GSE_arr(0, i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max)) 

Vy_p_GSE_vect = Reform(Vxyz_p_GSE_arr(1, i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max)) 

Vz_p_GSE_vect = Reform(Vxyz_p_GSE_arr(2, i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max)) 
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Vx_HIA_GSE_vect = Reform(Vxyz_HIA_GSE_arr(0, i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max)) 

Vy_HIA_GSE_vect = Reform(Vxyz_HIA_GSE_arr(1, i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max)) 

Vz_HIA_GSE_vect = Reform(Vxyz_HIA_GSE_arr(2, i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max)) 

T_p_par_vect = Reform(T_p_par_arr(i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max)) 

T_p_perp_vect = Reform(T_p_perp_arr(i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max)) 

T_HIA_par_vect = Reform(T_HIA_par_arr(i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max)) 

T_HIA_perp_vect = Reform(T_HIA_perp_arr(i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max)) 

 

dir_save = GetEnv('CIS_Data_Dir') + sub_dir_date 

file_save = 'N&V&T_vect'+$ 

    '(CL='+CL_str+')'+$ 

    TimeRange_str+$ 

    '.sav' 

data_descrip= 'got from "Read_from_CIS_PP_v2.pro"' 

Save,FileName=dir_save+file_save,$ 

 data_descrip, $ 

 time_tags_vect, $ 

 N_p_vect, N_O1_vect, N_He1_vect, N_He2_vect, N_HIA_vect, $ 

 Vx_p_GSE_vect, Vy_p_GSE_vect, Vz_p_GSE_vect, Vx_HIA_GSE_vect, Vy_HIA_GSE_vect, 

Vz_HIA_GSE_vect, $ 

 T_p_par_vect, T_p_perp_vect, T_HIA_par_vect, T_HIA_perp_vect 

 

 

Step4: 

;============================================= 

;Step4 

 

;;--plot'N_p/O1/He1/He2/HIA_arr' 

Set_Plot,'PS' 

dir_fig  = GetEnv('CIS_Figure_Dir') + sub_dir_date 

file_fig = CL_str+'_PP_CIS'+type_str+date_beg_str+TimeRange_str+'(NumDens)'+'.eps' 

xsize  = 20 

ysize  = 20 

Device,FileName=dir_fig+file_fig,XSize=xsize,YSize=ysize,/Color,Bits=8,/Encapsul 

 

LoadCT,0 

TVLCT,R,G,B,/get 

R(0)=0L  & G(0)=0L & B(0)=0L 

R(1)=255L  & G(1)=0L  & B(1)=0L 

R(2)=0L  & G(2)=255L & B(2)=0L 

R(3)=0L  & G(3)=0L & B(3)=255L 

TVLCT,R,G,B 

color_black = 0L 

color_red = 1L 
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color_blue = 3L 

color_green = 2L 

 

position_plot = [0.15,0.15,0.85,0.85] 

num_SubPlots = 5 

dy_pos_SubPlot = (position_plot(3)-position_plot(1))/num_SubPlots 

 

For i_SubPlot=0,num_SubPlots-1 Do Begin 

 position_SubPlot = [position_plot(0),position_plot(1)+dy_pos_SubPlot*(i_SubPlot+0.05),$ 

         position_plot(2),position_plot(1)+dy_pos_SubPlot*(i_SubPlot+0.95)] 

 Print,'position_SubPlot:' 

 Print,position_SubPlot 

 x_vect = time_tags_arr(i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max) 

 xrange = [Min(x_vect), $ 

      Max(x_vect)] 

 If i_SubPlot eq 0 Then Begin 

  y_vect = N_p_arr(i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max) 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot eq 1 Then Begin 

  y_vect = N_O1_arr(i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max) 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot eq 2 Then Begin 

  y_vect = N_He1_arr(i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max) 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot eq 3 Then Begin 

  y_vect = N_He2_arr(i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max) 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot eq 4 Then Begin 

  y_vect = N_HIA_arr(i_time_plot_min:i_time_plot_max) 

 EndIf 

 EndElse 

 EndElse 

 EndElse 

 EndElse 

 yrange = [Min(y_vect,/NaN),$ 

         Max(y_vect,/NaN)] 

 Print,'yrange: ', yrange 

 

 xrange_time = xrange 

 get_xtick_for_time, xrange_time, xtickv=xtickv_time, xticknames=xticknames_time, xminor=xminor_time 

 xtickv  = xtickv_time 

 xticks  = N_Elements(xtickv)-1 

 If i_SubPlot eq 0 Then Begin 

  xticknames = xticknames_time 
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 EndIf Else Begin 

  xticknames = Replicate(' ', xticks+1) 

 EndElse 

 xminor  = xminor_time 

 

 If i_SubPlot eq 0 Then Begin 

  xtitle = 'time' 

  ytitle = 'N_p ('+CL_str+') ['+unit_NumDens+']' 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot eq 1 Then Begin 

  xtitle = ' ' 

  ytitle = 'N_O1' 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot eq 2 Then Begin 

  xtitle = ' ' 

  ytitle = 'N_He1' 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot eq 3 Then Begin 

  xtitle = ' ' 

  ytitle = 'N_He2' 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot eq 4 Then Begin 

  xtitle = ' ' 

  ytitle = 'N_HIA' 

 EndIf 

 EndElse 

 EndElse 

 EndElse 

 EndElse 

 

 Plot,xrange,yrange,XRange=xrange,YRange=yrange,XStyle=1,YStyle=1,$ 

   Position=position_SubPlot,$ 

   XTicks=xticks,XTickV=xtickv,XTickName=xticknames,XMinor=5,XTickLen=0.04,$ 

   XTitle=xtitle,YTitle=ytitle,$ 

   /NoData,Color=0L,$ 

   /NoErase,Font=-1 

 Plot,x_vect,y_vect,XRange=xrange,YRange=yrange,XStyle=1+4,YStyle=1+4,$ 

   Position=position_SubPlot,$ 

   Thick=2.0,Color=0L,$ 

   /NoErase 

 

EndFor 

 

;;-- 
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position_SubPlot = [position_plot(0),position_plot(1)+dy_pos_SubPlot*(0+0.05),$ 

        position_plot(2),position_plot(1)+dy_pos_SubPlot*((num_SubPlots-1)+0.95)] 

Plot, xrange, [0.0, 1.0], XRange=xrange, YRange=[0.0,1.0], XStyle=1+4, YStyle=1+4,$ 

 Position=position_SubPlot,/NoData,/NoErase 

spacing = 0.4 

;;;--- 

If sub_MSh_beg_T_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

 num_times_MSh_T = N_ELements(sub_MSh_beg_T_vect) 

 For i_time_MSh_T=0,num_times_MSh_T-1 Do Begin 

  time_beg_tmp = time_tags_vect(sub_MSh_beg_T_vect(i_time_MSh_T)) 

  time_end_tmp = time_tags_vect(sub_MSh_end_T_vect(i_time_MSh_T)) 

  Polyfill, [time_beg_tmp, time_end_tmp, time_end_tmp, time_beg_tmp], [0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0], $ 

   Color=color_green, LineStyle=0, Orientation=135, Spacing=spacing 

 EndFor 

EndIf 

…… 

…… 

…… 

;;-- 

AnnotStr_tmp = 'got from "Read_from_CIS_PP.pro"' 

AnnotStr_arr = [AnnotStr_tmp] 

AnnotStr_tmp = 'start on: 

'+String(year_plot_min,Format='(I4.4)')+'-'+String(mon_plot_min,Format='(I2.2)')+'-'+String(day_plot_min,Forma

t='(I2.2)') 

AnnotStr_arr = [AnnotStr_arr, AnnotStr_tmp] 

AnnotStr_tmp = 'red/green/blue: '+'MSp/MSh/SW' 

AnnotStr_arr = [AnnotStr_arr, AnnotStr_tmp] 

AnnotStr_tmp = '0/45/135: '+'N/V/T' 

AnnotStr_arr = [AnnotStr_arr, AnnotStr_tmp] 

num_strings     = N_Elements(AnnotStr_arr) 

position        = position_plot 

For i=0,num_strings-1 Do Begin 

 position_tmp   = [position(0),position(1)/(num_strings+2)*(i+1)] 

 XYOuts,position_tmp(0),position_tmp(1),AnnotStr_arr(i),/Normal,CharSize=0.9,Font=-1,$ 

 Color=color_black 

EndFor 

 

Device,/Close 

 

Step5: 

;============================================= 

;Step5 

 

;;--plot'Vxyz_p/HIA_GSE_arr' 
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…… 

…… 

…… 

End_Program: 

End 

 

 

Plot_N_V_T_B_vect.pro 
 

 

Step1: 

;============================================= 

;Step1 

 

CL_str = 'C1' 

 

;;-- 

dir_restore = GetEnv('CIS_Data_Dir') + sub_dir_date 

file_restore= 'N&V&T_vect(CL='+CL_str+')(Time=*-*).sav' 

file_array = FindFile(dir_restore+file_restore,count=num_files) 

file_array = file_array(Sort(file_array)) 

For i_file=0,num_files-1 Do Begin 

 Print,'i_file:',i_file,', ',file_array(i_file) 

EndFor 

i_select = 0L 

Read,'i_select:',i_select 

file_restore= file_array(i_select) 

 

Restore,file_restore, /Verbose 

time_tags_CIS_vect = time_tags_vect 

 

;;-- 

dir_restore = GetEnv('FGM_Data_Dir') + sub_dir_date 

file_restore= 'Bxyz_vect(CL='+CL_str+')(Time=*-*).sav' 

file_array = FindFile(dir_restore+file_restore,count=num_files) 

file_array = file_array(Sort(file_array)) 

For i_file=0,num_files-1 Do Begin 

 Print,'i_file:',i_file,', ',file_array(i_file) 

EndFor 

i_select = 0L 

Read,'i_select:',i_select 

file_restore= file_array(i_select) 

 

Restore,file_restore, /Verbose 
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time_tags_FGM_vect = time_tags_vect 

 

;;-- 

dir_restore = GetEnv('CIS_Data_Dir') + sub_dir_date 

file_restore= 'TimeRange_of_MSh&MSp&SW'+$ 

    '(CL='+CL_str+')(Time=*-*).sav' 

file_array = FindFile(dir_restore+file_restore,count=num_files) 

file_array = file_array(Sort(file_array)) 

For i_file=0,num_files-1 Do Begin 

 Print,'i_file:',i_file,', ',file_array(i_file) 

EndFor 

i_select = 0L 

Read,'i_select:',i_select 

file_restore= file_array(i_select) 

 

Restore, file_restore, /Verbose 

 

Step2: 

;============================================= 

;Step2 

…… 

…… 

…… 

Step3: 

;============================================= 

;Step3 

 

num_times    = N_Elements(time_tags_vect) 

num_times_plot   = num_times 

mark_in_MSp_NTV_vect = Fltarr(num_times+2) 

mark_in_MSh_NTV_vect = Fltarr(num_times+2) 

mark_in_SW_NTV_vect  = Fltarr(num_times+2) 

 

;;-- 

sub_in_MSp_vect = Where(mark_in_MSpMShSW_N_vect eq 1 and mark_in_MSpMShSW_T_vect eq 1 and 

mark_in_MSpMShSW_V_vect eq 1) 

If sub_in_MSp_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

 mark_in_MSp_NTV_vect(sub_in_MSp_vect) = 1 

 DiffMark_in_MSp_NTV_vect = 

mark_in_MSp_NTV_vect(1:num_times+1)-mark_in_MSp_NTV_vect(0:num_times) 

 sub_MSp_beg_NTV_vect = Where(DiffMark_in_MSp_NTV_vect eq +1.0) 

 sub_MSp_end_NTV_vect = Where(DiffMark_in_MSp_NTV_vect eq -1.0) 

 If sub_MSp_beg_NTV_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

  If mark_in_MSp_NTV_vect(0) eq 1 Then Begin 
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   sub_MSp_beg_NTV_vect = [0,sub_MSp_beg_NTV_vect] 

  EndIf 

  time_MSp_beg_NTV_vect = time_tags_vect(sub_MSp_beg_NTV_vect) 

 EndIf 

 If sub_MSp_end_NTV_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

  If mark_in_MSp_NTV_vect(num_times_plot+1) eq 1 Then Begin 

   sub_MSp_end_NTV_vect = [sub_MSp_end_NTV_vect, num_times_plot-1] 

  EndIf 

  time_MSp_end_NTV_vect = time_tags_vect(sub_MSp_end_NTV_vect) 

 EndIf 

EndIf Else Begin 

 sub_MSp_beg_NTV_vect = -1 

 sub_MSp_end_NTV_vect = -1 

 time_MSp_beg_NTV_vect = -1 

 time_MSp_end_NTV_vect = -1 

EndElse 

 

;;-- 

sub_in_MSh_vect = Where(mark_in_MSpMShSW_N_vect eq 2 and mark_in_MSpMShSW_T_vect eq 2 and 

mark_in_MSpMShSW_V_vect eq 2) 

If sub_in_MSh_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

 mark_in_MSh_NTV_vect(sub_in_MSh_vect) = 1 

 DiffMark_in_MSh_NTV_vect = 

mark_in_MSh_NTV_vect(1:num_times+1)-mark_in_MSh_NTV_vect(0:num_times) 

 sub_MSh_beg_NTV_vect = Where(DiffMark_in_MSh_NTV_vect eq +1.0) 

 sub_MSh_end_NTV_vect = Where(DiffMark_in_MSh_NTV_vect eq -1.0) 

 If sub_MSh_beg_NTV_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

  If mark_in_MSh_NTV_vect(0) eq 1 Then Begin 

   sub_MSh_beg_NTV_vect = [0,sub_MSh_beg_NTV_vect] 

  EndIf 

  time_MSh_beg_NTV_vect = time_tags_vect(sub_MSh_beg_NTV_vect) 

 EndIf 

 If sub_MSh_end_NTV_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

  If mark_in_MSh_NTV_vect(num_times_plot+1) eq 1 Then Begin 

   sub_MSh_end_NTV_vect = [sub_MSh_end_NTV_vect, num_times_plot-1] 

  EndIf 

  time_MSh_end_NTV_vect = time_tags_vect(sub_MSh_end_NTV_vect) 

 EndIf 

EndIf Else Begin 

 sub_MSh_beg_NTV_vect = -1 

 sub_MSh_end_NTV_vect = -1 

 time_MSh_beg_NTV_vect = -1 

 time_MSh_end_NTV_vect = -1 

EndElse 
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;;-- 

sub_in_SW_vect = Where(mark_in_MSpMShSW_N_vect eq 3 and mark_in_MSpMShSW_T_vect eq 3 and 

mark_in_MSpMShSW_V_vect eq 3) 

…… 

…… 

…… 

Step4: 

;============================================= 

;Step4 

 

;;-- 

time_MSpMShSW_beg_NTV_vect_v1 = 0 

time_MSpMShSW_end_NTV_vect_v1 = 0 

mark_MSpMShSW_NTV_vect_v1  = 0.0 

If time_MSp_beg_NTV_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

 time_MSpMShSW_beg_NTV_vect_v1 = [time_MSpMShSW_beg_NTV_vect_v1, 

time_MSp_beg_NTV_vect] 

 time_MSpMShSW_end_NTV_vect_v1 = [time_MSpMShSW_end_NTV_vect_v1, 

time_MSp_end_NTV_vect] 

 mark_MSpMShSW_NTV_vect_v1  = [mark_MSpMShSW_NTV_vect_v1, 

Fltarr(N_Elements(time_MSp_beg_NTV_vect))+1.0] 

EndIf 

If time_MSh_beg_NTV_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

 time_MSpMShSW_beg_NTV_vect_v1 = [time_MSpMShSW_beg_NTV_vect_v1, 

time_MSh_beg_NTV_vect] 

 time_MSpMShSW_end_NTV_vect_v1 = [time_MSpMShSW_end_NTV_vect_v1, 

time_MSh_end_NTV_vect] 

 mark_MSpMShSW_NTV_vect_v1  = [mark_MSpMShSW_NTV_vect_v1, 

Fltarr(N_Elements(time_MSh_beg_NTV_vect))+2.0] 

EndIf 

If time_SW_beg_NTV_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

 time_MSpMShSW_beg_NTV_vect_v1 = [time_MSpMShSW_beg_NTV_vect_v1, 

time_SW_beg_NTV_vect] 

 time_MSpMShSW_end_NTV_vect_v1 = [time_MSpMShSW_end_NTV_vect_v1, 

time_SW_end_NTV_vect] 

 mark_MSpMShSW_NTV_vect_v1  = [mark_MSpMShSW_NTV_vect_v1, 

Fltarr(N_Elements(time_SW_beg_NTV_vect))+3.0] 

EndIf 

;;;--- 

num_bins_MSpMShSW_NTV = N_Elements(time_MSpMShSW_beg_NTV_vect_v1)-1 

If num_bins_MSpMShSW_NTV ge 1 Then Begin 

 time_MSpMShSW_beg_NTV_vect_v1 = 

time_MSpMShSW_beg_NTV_vect_v1(1:num_bins_MSpMShSW_NTV) 
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 time_MSpMShSW_end_NTV_vect_v1 = 

time_MSpMShSW_end_NTV_vect_v1(1:num_bins_MSpMShSW_NTV) 

 mark_MSpMShSW_NTV_vect_v1  = 

mark_MSpMShSW_NTV_vect_v1(1:num_bins_MSpMShSW_NTV) 

EndIf Else Begin 

If num_bins_MSpMShSW_NTV eq 0 Then Begin 

 Stop 

EndIf 

EndElse 

;;;--- 

time_MSpMShSW_beg_NTV_vect = 

time_MSpMShSW_beg_NTV_vect_v1(Sort(time_MSpMShSW_beg_NTV_vect_v1)) 

time_MSpMShSW_end_NTV_vect = 

time_MSpMShSW_end_NTV_vect_v1(Sort(time_MSpMShSW_end_NTV_vect_v1)) 

mark_MSpMShSW_NTV_vect  = 

mark_MSpMShSW_NTV_vect_v1(Sort(time_MSpMShSW_beg_NTV_vect_v1)) 

 

;;-- 

dir_write = GetEnv('CIS_Data_Dir') + sub_dir_date 

file_write = 'TimeBegEnd_of_MSh&MSp&SW'+$ 

    '(CL='+CL_str+')'+TimeRange_str+'.txt' 

OpenW, lun_tmp, dir_write+file_write, /Get_Lun 

data_descrip = 'got from "Plot_N_V_T_B_vect.pro"' 

Printf, lun_tmp, data_descrip 

 

Printf, lun_tmp, 'time_beg, time_end, MSh/MSp/SW, N_p, T_p_par, Vx_p,  B,  Bz_GSE' 

 

For i_bin_MSpMShSW_NTV=0,num_bins_MSpMShSW_NTV-1 Do Begin 

 ;;;;---- 

 time_beg_tmp = time_MSpMShSW_beg_NTV_vect(i_bin_MSpMShSW_NTV) 

 time_end_tmp = time_MSpMShSW_end_NTV_vect(i_bin_MSpMShSW_NTV) 

 CalDat, time_beg_tmp, month_beg, day_beg, year_beg,$ 

   hour_beg, minute_beg, second_beg 

 hour_beg_str = String(hour_beg, format='(I2.2)') 

 minute_beg_str = String(minute_beg, format='(I2.2)') 

 second_beg_str = String(second_beg, format='(I2.2)') 

 time_beg_str = hour_beg_str+':'+minute_beg_str+':'+second_beg_str 

 CalDat, time_end_tmp, month_end, day_end, year_end,$ 

   hour_end, minute_end, second_end 

 hour_end_str = String(hour_end, format='(I2.2)') 

 minute_end_str = String(minute_end, format='(I2.2)') 

 second_end_str = String(second_end, format='(I2.2)') 

 time_end_str = hour_end_str+':'+minute_end_str+':'+second_end_str 

 ;;;;---- 
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 mark_MSpMShSW = mark_MSpMShSW_NTV_vect(i_bin_MSpMShSW_NTV) 

 If mark_MSpMShSW eq 1 Then Begin 

  MSpMShSW_str = 'MSphere' 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If mark_MSpMShSW eq 2 Then Begin 

  MSpMShSW_str = 'MSheath' 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If mark_MSpMShSW eq 3 Then Begin 

  MSpMShSW_str = 'SWind' 

 EndIf 

 EndElse 

 EndElse 

 ;;;;---- 

 sub_beg_tmp = Where(time_tags_CIS_vect ge time_beg_tmp) 

 sub_beg_tmp = sub_beg_tmp(0) 

 sub_end_tmp = Where(time_tags_CIS_vect le time_end_tmp) 

 sub_end_tmp = sub_end_tmp(N_Elements(sub_end_tmp)-1) 

 N_p_aver_tmp  = Mean(N_p_vect(sub_beg_tmp:sub_end_tmp), /NaN) 

 T_p_par_aver_tmp = Mean(T_p_par_vect(sub_beg_tmp:sub_end_tmp), /NaN) 

 Vx_p_GSE_aver_tmp = Mean(Vx_p_GSE_vect(sub_beg_tmp:sub_end_tmp), /NaN) 

 sub_beg_tmp = Where(time_tags_FGM_vect ge time_beg_tmp) 

 sub_beg_tmp = sub_beg_tmp(0) 

 sub_end_tmp = Where(time_tags_FGM_vect le time_end_tmp) 

 sub_end_tmp = sub_end_tmp(N_Elements(sub_end_tmp)-1) 

 sub_beg_tmp_v2 = sub_beg_tmp < sub_end_tmp 

 sub_end_tmp_v2 = sub_beg_tmp > sub_end_tmp 

 sub_beg_tmp  = sub_beg_tmp_v2 

 sub_end_tmp  = sub_end_tmp_v2 

 B_aver_tmp   = Mean(B_vect(sub_beg_tmp:sub_end_tmp), /NaN) 

 Bz_GSE_aver_tmp  = Mean(Bz_GSE_vect(sub_beg_tmp:sub_end_tmp), /NaN) 

 

 N_p_str_tmp  = String(N_p_aver_tmp, Format='(F6.1)') 

 T_p_par_str_tmp = String(T_p_par_aver_tmp, Format='(F6.1)') 

 Vx_p_GSE_str_tmp= String(Vx_p_GSE_aver_tmp, Format='(F6.1)') 

 B_str_tmp  = String(B_aver_tmp, Format='(F6.1)') 

 Bz_GSE_str_tmp = String(Bz_GSE_aver_tmp, Format='(F6.1)') 

 

 ;;;;---- 

 Printf, lun_tmp, $ 

   time_beg_str+', '+time_end_str+': '+$ 

   MSpMShSW_str+', '+$ 

   N_p_str_tmp+', '+T_p_par_str_tmp+', '+Vx_p_GSE_str_tmp+', '+B_str_tmp+', 

'+Bz_GSE_str_tmp 
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EndFor 

 

Free_Lun, lun_tmp 

Close,lun_tmp 

 

 

Step5: 

;============================================= 

;Step5 

 

;;--plot'N_p/O1/He1/He2/HIA_arr' 

Set_Plot,'PS' 

dir_fig  = GetEnv('CIS_Figure_Dir') + sub_dir_date 

file_fig = 'N&V&T&B_vect(CL='+CL_str+')'+TimeRange_str+'.eps' 

xsize  = 20 

ysize  = 20 

Device,FileName=dir_fig+file_fig,XSize=xsize,YSize=ysize,/Color,Bits=8,/Encapsul 

 

LoadCT,0 

TVLCT,R,G,B,/get 

R(0)=0L  & G(0)=0L & B(0)=0L 

R(1)=255L  & G(1)=0L  & B(1)=0L 

R(2)=0L  & G(2)=255L & B(2)=0L 

R(3)=0L  & G(3)=0L & B(3)=255L 

TVLCT,R,G,B 

color_black = 0L 

color_red = 1L 

color_blue = 3L 

color_green = 2L 

 

position_plot = [0.15,0.15,0.85,0.85] 

num_SubPlots = 5 

dy_pos_SubPlot = (position_plot(3)-position_plot(1))/num_SubPlots 

 

For i_SubPlot=0,num_SubPlots-1 Do Begin 

 position_SubPlot = [position_plot(0),position_plot(1)+dy_pos_SubPlot*(i_SubPlot+0.05),$ 

         position_plot(2),position_plot(1)+dy_pos_SubPlot*(i_SubPlot+0.95)] 

 Print,'position_SubPlot:' 

 Print,position_SubPlot 

 x_vect = time_tags_CIS_plot_vect 

 xrange = [Min(x_vect), $ 

      Max(x_vect)] 

 If i_SubPlot eq 0 Then Begin 

  y_vect = N_p_plot_vect 
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 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot eq 1 Then Begin 

  y_vect = Vx_p_GSE_plot_vect 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot eq 2 Then Begin 

  y_vect = T_p_par_plot_vect 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot eq 3 Then Begin 

  x_vect = time_tags_FGM_plot_vect 

  y_vect = Bz_GSE_plot_vect 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot eq 4 Then Begin 

  x_vect = time_tags_FGM_plot_vect 

  y_vect = B_plot_vect 

 EndIf 

 EndElse 

 EndElse 

 EndElse 

 EndElse 

 yrange = [Min(y_vect,/NaN),$ 

         Max(y_vect,/NaN)] 

 Print,'yrange: ', yrange 

 

 xrange_time = xrange 

 get_xtick_for_time, xrange_time, xtickv=xtickv_time, xticknames=xticknames_time, xminor=xminor_time 

 xtickv  = xtickv_time 

 xticks  = N_Elements(xtickv)-1 

 If i_SubPlot eq 0 Then Begin 

  xticknames = xticknames_time 

 EndIf Else Begin 

  xticknames = Replicate(' ', xticks+1) 

 EndElse 

 xminor  = xminor_time 

 

 If i_SubPlot eq 0 Then Begin 

  xtitle = 'time' 

  ytitle = 'N_p ('+CL_str+') [ ]' 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot eq 1 Then Begin 

  xtitle = ' ' 

  ytitle = 'Vx_p_GSE [km/s]' 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot eq 2 Then Begin 

  xtitle = ' ' 
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  ytitle = 'T_p_par [MK]' 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot eq 3 Then Begin 

  xtitle = ' ' 

  ytitle = 'Bz_GSE [nT]' 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot eq 4 Then Begin 

  xtitle = ' ' 

  ytitle = 'B [nT]' 

 EndIf 

 EndElse 

 EndElse 

 EndElse 

 EndElse 

 

 Plot,xrange,yrange,XRange=xrange,YRange=yrange,XStyle=1,YStyle=1,$ 

   Position=position_SubPlot,$ 

   XTicks=xticks,XTickV=xtickv,XTickName=xticknames,XMinor=5,XTickLen=0.04,$ 

   XTitle=xtitle,YTitle=ytitle,$ 

   /NoData,Color=0L,$ 

   /NoErase,Font=-1 

 Plot,x_vect,y_vect,XRange=xrange,YRange=yrange,XStyle=1+4,YStyle=1+4,$ 

   Position=position_SubPlot,$ 

   Thick=2.0,Color=0L,$ 

   /NoErase 

 

EndFor 

 

;;-- 

position_SubPlot = [position_plot(0),position_plot(1)+dy_pos_SubPlot*(0+0.05),$ 

        position_plot(2),position_plot(1)+dy_pos_SubPlot*((num_SubPlots-1)+0.95)] 

Plot, xrange-(xrange(0)-xrange(0)), [0.0, 1.0], XRange=xrange-(xrange(0)-xrange(0)), YRange=[0.0,1.0], 

XStyle=1+4, YStyle=1+4,$ 

 Position=position_SubPlot,NoData=1,/NoErase 

spacing = 0.4 

 

;;;--- 

If time_MSh_beg_T_vect(0) ne -1 Then Begin 

 num_times_MSh_T = N_ELements(time_MSh_beg_T_vect) 

 For i_time_MSh_T=0,num_times_MSh_T-1 Do Begin 

  time_beg_tmp = time_MSh_beg_T_vect(i_time_MSh_T) 

  time_end_tmp = time_MSh_end_T_vect(i_time_MSh_T) 

 

;a  Polyfill, [xrange(0),xrange(1),xrange(1),xrange(0)], [0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0], $ 
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;a   Color=color_green, LineStyle=0, Orientation=135, Spacing=spacing, /Data 

 

  Polyfill, [time_beg_tmp, time_end_tmp, time_end_tmp, time_beg_tmp], [0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.0], $ 

   Color=color_green, LineStyle=0, Orientation=135, Spacing=spacing, /Data 

 EndFor 

EndIf 

…… 

…… 

…… 

;;-- 

AnnotStr_tmp = 'got from "Plot_N_V_T_B_vect.pro"' 

AnnotStr_arr = [AnnotStr_tmp] 

AnnotStr_tmp = 'start on: 

'+String(year_plot_min,Format='(I4.4)')+'-'+String(mon_plot_min,Format='(I2.2)')+'-'+String(day_plot_min,Forma

t='(I2.2)') 

AnnotStr_arr = [AnnotStr_arr, AnnotStr_tmp] 

AnnotStr_tmp = 'red/green/blue: '+'MSp/MSh/SW' 

AnnotStr_arr = [AnnotStr_arr, AnnotStr_tmp] 

AnnotStr_tmp = '0/45/135: '+'N/V/T' 

AnnotStr_arr = [AnnotStr_arr, AnnotStr_tmp] 

num_strings     = N_Elements(AnnotStr_arr) 

position        = position_plot 

For i=0,num_strings-1 Do Begin 

 position_tmp   = [position(0),position(1)/(num_strings+2)*(i+1)] 

 XYOuts,position_tmp(0),position_tmp(1),AnnotStr_arr(i),/Normal,CharSize=0.9,Font=-1,$ 

 Color=color_black 

EndFor 

 

Device,/Close 

 

End_Program: 

End 

 

 

Plot_Orbit_in_ThreePlanes.pro 
 

 

Step1: 

;============================================= 

;Step1 

;-get 'CL_str', and read data-structure from file e.g. 'C*_CP_EFW_L2_E*.cef' 

dir_data = GetEnv('CIS_Data_Dir') + sub_dir_date 

file_data = 'CL_SP_AUX_*.sav' 

file_array = FindFile(dir_data+file_data,count=num_files) 
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file_array = file_array(Sort(file_array)) 

For i_file=0,num_files-1 Do Begin 

 Print,'i_file:',i_file,', ',file_array(i_file) 

EndFor 

i_select = 0L 

Read,'i_select:',i_select 

file_data = file_array(i_select) 

 

Restore, file_data, /Verbose 

 

 

Step2: 

;============================================= 

;Step2 

 

epoch_vect = Reform(epoch_vect) 

num_times = N_Elements(epoch_vect) 

epoch_min = epoch_vect(0) 

epoch_max = epoch_vect(num_times-1) 

 

CalDat, epoch_min, mon_min, day_min, year_min, hour_min, min_min, sec_min 

CalDat, epoch_max, mon_max, day_max, year_max, hour_max, min_max, sec_max 

 

Print, 'year-mon-day-hour-min-sec min:' 

Print, year_min, mon_min, day_min, hour_min, min_min, sec_min 

Print, 'year-mon-day-hour-min-sec max:' 

Print, year_max, mon_max, day_max, hour_max, min_max, sec_max 

 

year_beg=0.0 & mon_beg=0.0 & day_beg=0.0 

hour_beg=0.0 & min_beg=0.0 & sec_beg=0.0 

year_end=0.0 & mon_end=0.0 & day_end=0.0 

hour_end=0.0 & min_end=0.0 & sec_end=0.0 

 

Read, 'year/mon/day/hour/min/sec_beg: ', year_beg, mon_beg, day_beg, hour_beg, min_beg, sec_beg 

Read, 'year/mon/day/hour/min/sec_end: ', year_end, mon_end, day_end, hour_end, min_end, sec_end 

JulDay_beg = JulDay(mon_beg, day_beg, year_beg, hour_beg, min_beg, sec_beg) 

JulDay_end = JulDay(mon_end, day_end, year_end, hour_end, min_end, sec_end) 

sub_beg = Where(epoch_vect ge JulDay_beg) 

sub_beg = sub_beg(0) 

sub_end = Where(epoch_vect ge JulDay_end) 

sub_end = sub_end(0)-1 

 

Re   = 6371.0 

x_GSE_vect = Reform(r_xyz_GSE_vect(0,sub_beg:sub_end))/Re 
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y_GSE_vect = Reform(r_xyz_GSE_vect(1,sub_beg:sub_end))/Re 

z_GSE_vect = Reform(r_xyz_GSE_vect(2,sub_beg:sub_end))/Re 

 

x_GSE_aver = Mean(x_GSE_vect) 

y_GSE_aver = Mean(y_GSE_vect) 

z_GSE_aver = Mean(z_GSE_vect) 

 

x_MP_at_ZSat_vect = 0.0 

y_MP_at_ZSat_vect = 0.0 

x_MP_at_Z0_vect  = 0.0 

y_MP_at_Z0_vect  = 0.0 

get_MagnetopauseCut_in_XY_plane, z_GSE_aver, $ 

   x_MP_at_ZSat_vect, y_MP_at_ZSat_vect, $ 

   x_MP_at_Z0_vect, y_MP_at_Z0_vect 

 

x_MP_at_YSat_vect = 0.0 

z_MP_at_YSat_vect = 0.0 

x_MP_at_Y0_vect  = 0.0 

z_MP_at_Y0_vect  = 0.0 

get_MagnetopauseCut_in_XZ_plane, y_GSE_aver, $ 

   x_MP_at_YSat_vect, z_MP_at_YSat_vect, $ 

   x_MP_at_Y0_vect, z_MP_at_Y0_vect 

 

y_MP_at_XSat_vect = 0.0 

z_MP_at_XSat_vect = 0.0 

y_MP_at_X0_vect  = 0.0 

z_MP_at_X0_vect  = 0.0 

get_MagnetopauseCut_in_YZ_plane, x_GSE_aver, $ 

   y_MP_at_XSat_vect, z_MP_at_XSat_vect, $ 

   y_MP_at_X0_vect, z_MP_at_X0_vect 

 

Step3: 

;============================================= 

;Step3 

 

 

Set_Plot,'PS' 

dir_fig  = GetEnv('CIS_Figure_Dir') + sub_dir_date 

year_str = String(year_beg, format='(I4.4)') 

mon_str  = String(mon_beg, format='(I2.2)') 

day_str  = String(day_beg, format='(I2.2)') 

hour_beg_str = String(hour_beg, format='(I2.2)') 

minute_beg_str = String(min_beg, format='(I2.2)') 

second_beg_str = String(sec_beg, format='(I2.2)') 
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time_beg_str = hour_beg_str+minute_beg_str+second_beg_str 

hour_end_str = String(hour_end, format='(I2.2)') 

minute_end_str = String(min_end, format='(I2.2)') 

second_end_str = String(sec_end, format='(I2.2)') 

time_end_str = hour_end_str+minute_end_str+second_end_str 

TimeRange_str = '(Time='+time_beg_str+'-'+time_end_str+')' 

 

file_fig = 'ClOrbit&MP'+'(Day='+year_str+mon_str+day_str+')'+TimeRange_str+'.eps' 

xsize  = 20 

ysize  = 20 

Device,FileName=dir_fig+file_fig,XSize=xsize,YSize=ysize,/Color,Bits=8,/Encapsul 

 

LoadCT,0 

TVLCT,R,G,B,/get 

R(0)=0L  & G(0)=0L & B(0)=0L 

R(1)=255L  & G(1)=0L  & B(1)=0L 

R(2)=0L  & G(2)=255L & B(2)=0L 

R(3)=0L  & G(3)=0L & B(3)=255L 

TVLCT,R,G,B 

color_black = 0L 

color_red = 1L 

color_blue = 3L 

color_green = 2L 

 

position_plot = [0.15,0.20,0.85,0.95] 

num_SubPlots_x = 1 

num_SubPlots_y = 3 

dx_pos_SubPlot = (position_plot(3)-position_plot(1))/num_SubPlots_x 

dy_pos_SubPlot = (position_plot(3)-position_plot(1))/num_SubPlots_y 

 

For i_SubPlot_y=0,num_SubPlots_y-1 Do Begin 

For i_SubPlot_x=0,num_SubPlots_x-1 Do Begin 

 

 win_position = [position_plot(0)+dx_pos_SubPlot*i_SubPlot_x+0.00*dx_pos_SubPlot,$ 

        position_plot(1)+dy_pos_SubPlot*i_SubPlot_y+0.00*dy_pos_SubPlot,$ 

        position_plot(0)+dx_pos_SubPlot*i_SubPlot_x+1.00*dx_pos_SubPlot,$ 

        position_plot(1)+dy_pos_SubPlot*i_SubPlot_y+1.00*dy_pos_SubPlot] 

 If i_SubPlot_y eq 0 Then Begin ;for XY plane 

  xrange = [+20.0, -20.0] 

  yrange = [-20.0, +20.0] 

 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot_y eq 1 Then Begin ;for XZ plane 

  xrange = [+20.0, -20.0] 

  yrange = [-20.0, +20.0] 
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 EndIf Else Begin 

 If i_SubPlot_y eq 2 Then Begin ;for YZ plane 

  xrange = [-20.0, +20.0] 

  yrange = [-20.0, +20.0] 

 EndIf 

 EndElse 

 EndElse 

 half_width_max = 0.40 

 WinSize_xy_ratio= xsize/ysize 

 position_SubPlot= 

Fig_Position_v2(xrange,yrange,half_width_max=half_width_max,WinSize_xy_ratio=WinSize_xy_ratio,win_posit

ion=win_position) 

 

 If i_SubPlot_y eq 0 Then Begin ;for XY plane 

  x_vect_v1 = x_MP_at_ZSat_vect 

  y_vect_v1 = y_MP_at_ZSat_vect 

  x_vect_v2 = x_MP_at_Z0_vect 

  y_vect_v2 = y_MP_at_Z0_vect 

  x_vect_v3 = x_GSE_vect 

  y_vect_v3 = y_GSE_vect 

  xtitle  = 'xaxis [Re]' 

  ytitle  = 'yaxis [Re]' 

 EndIf Else Begin 

…… 

…… 

…… 

 Plot, x_vect_v1, y_vect_v1, Position=position_SubPlot, $ 

   XRange=xrange, YRange=yrange, XStyle=1, YStyle=1, $ 

   XTitle=xtitle, YTitle=ytitle, $ 

   Color=color_black, LineStyle=0, Thick=2.0, /NoErase, CharSize=0.7 

…… 

…… 

…… 

x_beg_v3=x_vect_v3(0) & x_end_v3=x_vect_v3(N_Elements(x_vect_v3)-1) 

 y_beg_v3=y_vect_v3(0) & y_end_v3=y_vect_v3(N_Elements(x_vect_v3)-1) 

 Plot, [x_beg_v3], [y_beg_v3], $ 

   Position=position_SubPlot, $ 

   XRange=xrange, YRange=yrange, XStyle=1+4, YStyle=1+4, $ 

   XTitle=xtitle, YTitle=ytitle, $ 

   Color=color_red, PSym=4, Thick=2.0, /NoErase 

 Plot, [x_end_v3], [y_end_v3], $ 

   Position=position_SubPlot, $ 

   XRange=xrange, YRange=yrange, XStyle=1+4, YStyle=1+4, $ 

   XTitle=xtitle, YTitle=ytitle, $ 
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   Color=color_blue, PSym=4, Thick=2.0, /NoErase 

EndFor 

EndFor 

 

;;-- 

AnnotStr_tmp = 'got from "Plot_Orbit_in_ThreePlanes.pro"' 

AnnotStr_arr = [AnnotStr_tmp] 

AnnotStr_tmp = 'solid: MP-cut through satellite; dashed: MP-cut through geo-center' 

AnnotStr_arr = [AnnotStr_arr, AnnotStr_tmp] 

AnnotStr_tmp = 'time: '+$ 

     hour_beg_str+':'+minute_beg_str+':'+second_beg_str+'--'+$ 

     hour_end_str+':'+minute_end_str+':'+second_end_str 

AnnotStr_arr = [AnnotStr_arr, AnnotStr_tmp] 

AnnotStr_tmp = 'X/Y/Z_GSE_aver: '+$ 

     String(x_GSE_aver,Format='(F6.1)')+', '+$ 

     String(y_GSE_aver, Format='(F6.1)')+', '+$ 

     String(z_GSE_aver, Format='(F6.1)')+'; '+$ 

     'red/blue diamond: beg/end' 

AnnotStr_arr = [AnnotStr_arr, AnnotStr_tmp] 

num_strings     = N_Elements(AnnotStr_arr) 

position        = position_plot 

For i=0,num_strings-1 Do Begin 

 position_tmp   = [position(0),position(1)/(num_strings+2)*(i+1)] 

 XYOuts,position_tmp(0),position_tmp(1),AnnotStr_arr(i),/Normal,CharSize=0.9,Font=-1,$ 

 Color=color_black 

EndFor 

 

Device,/Close 

 

End_Program: 

End 

 


